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SCHOLARSHIP
AND ITS SURVIVAL

BY MAKING _John Henry Newman tihe
starting point for his consideration of the idea
that scholarly resear& is the activiry that most
distinguishes a university from other centers
of learning, Jaroslay Pe likan anchors this brief
exploration of issues in graduate education ro
a_ strong, academically conservative tradi-
tion. In this essay he moves beynnd that tra-
dition, however, to examine how new devel-
opments have challenged not only the place
of scholarship in higher educazion, but also
ideas about how research is to be conducted.

ThiS "little book" as the author calls it;
touches succinctly on suoh diverse topics as
the tensions between colleges (within and
separate from universities) and the graduate
divisions of universities; the dOminance of the
Ph.D. as the credential for college teachers;
the effec.ts of graduate education on under-
graduate teaching; the shrinking of the col-
legiate,stcAent body and its implications for
the need for scholars in the future; the role
of general education in the preparation, of
scholars; the need foriperspectives of foreign
cultures in the scholar's training; distinc-
tions between traditional graduate divisions
and professional schools;_ moral and ethical
concerns 6f those engaged in researc17 and
the degree to which concern for equality of
opportunity in education might alter the
quality of scholarship:

Every_ chapter in the essay reminds the
reader of what is at stake in American schol-
arship and what conditions must prevail if it
is to flourish.

(continued on back flap)
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FOREWORD

/F ANYTHING IS CLEAR from the debate on education in
America; it is that the various levels of formal learning
cannot operate in isolation. It is a mistake to talk about

the reform of the high school without relating that_institution
on thc one side to elementary education and on the other to
higher education. It is a mistake to deal with college or so-
called undergraduate reform without making the connection
between undergraduate and graduate education. Graduate ed-
ucation cannot be imoroved in isolation from the neighbors
without whom it cannot live, let alone prosper. Graduate
education connects to the undergraduate colkge and to the
professional schools.

This obvious truth obviously has been violated: Under the
twin banners of professionalism and_ specialization, the formal
branches of teaching and learning have tried to go it alone;
Not until something (say; the absence of basic skills in stu-_
dents) stopped them in their tracks, have educators bothered
to take notice of each othertoo often in an accusatory or
denunciatory way. High school students caanot read and write.
Why? Because of deficiencies in the eleme-itary school (where
the responsibility for the problem is transferred along to the
student's home); College students do not measure up. Why?
Because the high schools have failed (or perhaps because the
colleges have given poor guidance to the high schools).

The ultimate humiliation comes when students in graduate
school cannot read, write, compute, or communicate at a level
of skill sufficient to the demands of advanced education; Is
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the blame to be put on the college out of which they come
or on prdessional and career prograins where the education
may be as narrow as 0...e student's ignorance outside the spe-
cialization is wide?

Clearly, we are in me soup together. No one should be
denied a share of the blame. But, also, no one it Without
reSources for effecting a reinedy:

Because education is indivisible, The Carnegie Foundation
has organized its policy studies around the connections be=
tween educational institutiOns and the various levels of edu-
cation.

Thus; in recent years we have looked at the high school,
the schciol-college connection, gencril education programs in
the college, the connection of higher education to the state;
and the upper division years of the undergraduate curriculum
(which will be the subject of an esSay to be published soon).
Our aim is to show that the education piecet taken Separately
have a restricted meaning but, put wgether, reveal a larger
picture. The whole can; we argue, be gieater than the sum of
the parts

It iS appropriate; and perhaps mandatory, therefore, that
the Foundation give special attention to graduate education
in krierica;_ In this case, our decision WaS tO Commistion an
ettay to a distinguished scholar, with experience_ in graduate
school administration. That call *rent to Jaroslair Pelikan,
Sterling Professor of History and former dean of the graduate
school at Yale UniversitT This book is the result of that
commission.

Professor Pelikan's questions in __this essay raise again the
issue of vital connectionsthe geadtiate school in connection
with the college as well as with prOfessiOnal SChdolS, the grad-
uate program revised to assure that balance in these connec=
tions is achieved even as integrity in all phases of the work
must be preserved.

Pelikan argues persuasively that graduate education is



something special and; therefore, has something uniquely im-
portant to bring to students and to other institutions that are
in connection with graduate schools. That something special
is scholarship.

hi Anierican education there are what we call "basic skills."
There also are advanced skills. There is general education,
but also there is specific education that involves knowing one
subject very well. There are applied fields of teaching and
learning; also there are theoretical studies. There are ideas.
There is action. There is reason to be concerned about the
better use of existing knowledge and available information.
But there is also need for new knowledge, for work on what
arademics call "the growing edge of knowledge." This latter
cask is the established responsibility of research and scholar-
ship. And the graduate school is its home:

Graduate schoots; as Prokssor Pelikan says, are places where
academic scholarship should prosper. But his essay suggests
that it is no longer certain that scholarship is at home in
graduate schools or that graduate education is a true expres-
sion of scholarship.

"The graduate school," he says; "finds itself cast in the role
of the university's bureau of standards." And what are some
of the standards that are more important than others, perhaps
most important of ill?

First, "scholarly research defines th f. nature of the univer-
sity" according to Pelikan, and it is scholarly research that
makes the difference between the university and a college in
America. This fact, and the prospect that the ranks of uni-
versity schoiars will continue to thin out under pressures from
competing professions and a paucity of opportunity for young
scholars, makes it imperative that demosraphic realities and
their implications fOr the future be a part of any discussion
of "scholarship and its survivali." Dr. Pelikin warns that the
vitality and growth of scholarship is threatened now because
there are too few new recruits in the rinks of the scholars. As

XI
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David Riesman put it, the nation must protect its seed corn.
ln addition to attracting good studentS, universities must

improve general eduCation if scholarship is to survive as the
cornerstone of graduate SchoolS. Pelikan writes: "the quality
of scholarship is itself bound up with the state, and the fate,
of general education. . ." This is the theme of continuing
concern to the Carnegie Foundation

What ire the essential components of general edu:ation
that, even at the graduate level, must be featured?

"M the head of the list, many scholars, regardless of field;
would put the ability to use the mother tongue."

Mastery of Englith, careful *iiiing, critical editingthese
ate among the nonnegotiable skills of scholarship. This em-
phasis on the centiality of language reinforces the seamless
web of education. The Same priority is established, for ex;
ample, in the Foundation's report on American secondary
education. ProfeSsor Pelikin also argues for general education
with a world view. He writet that, "part of the general ed-
ucation Of the 'gentleman' in the final decadeS of the twen-
tieth century, and above all of the general education of the
scholar must be a respontible acquaintance with some other
cultiire, past or present. Ordinarily, though not necessarily,
this acquantance shoUld include the use of its language."

One of the most surprising and important recommenda-
tions offered by Dr. Pelikan calls for more attention at the
graduate level to the Value of cross-disciplinary concentra-
tions. This recommendation is A reality in the biological sci-
encesa prototype exists thereand the challenge now is to
extend this emphasis to other areas of study.

Again, Pelikan returns to the theme of conncctions. Grad-
uate schOols, he argues, must coordinate their emphasis on
general education with undergraduate colleges. And the col-
lege Major should be considered in relation to general edu-
cation and postbaccalauteate study. Here is Pelikan's auda=
cious proposal:
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. . the case for the conventional major . . . ought to
rest principally on its importance as a summation and a
climax for undergraduate study rather than, as it often
does now, on the foundation it supposedly lays for grad-
uate study;

An authentic and meaningful balance, "would call for the
three modalities of university educationundergraduate,
graduate, and professionalto be related to one another on a
divisional basis through faculty appointments and through
programs of instruction and research, with each professional
school related symbiotically to one (or more) of the divi-
sions. . . ."

Viewing the college major more broadly is appropriate;
says Pelikan because "as a preparation for advanced study, the
major is at best ambiguous." This is so because of "the in-
creasingly interdisciplinary character of scholarly research."
Much better would be a divisional major in college leading
to divisional admission to graduate school.

Balance between the graduate school and the university's
professional schools also is important. Pelikan comments on
"the discovery that the content of the research sponsored by
the graduate school and the subject matter of the _training
offered by the professional school overlap concidcrably, and
will do so increasingly." Also worth noting is the fact that
professional schools, like the graduate_schools,_ depend on the
colleges to provide the general education and introduction to
research as "process" more than "product" upon which ad-
vanced training depends. He adds, however; that there is not
yet a corresponding integration of activities between these
two important factors.

Professor Pelikan argues rigorously that much needs to be
done to improve the relationship of the professional schools
with the graduate school. In too many cases it appears that
the professional schools are at the university but not in and



of the university. Alto, there should be a deeper appreciation
fói the Ect that a university at its best will feature profes-
tiOnal SchoblS and a graduate school where attention to the
advancement of "knowledge" and "training in advanced skills"
go forward together.

Finally, we are rethinded in this essay that if scholarship ;s
to survive and prosper in th,. university, the emphasis_ on
"balance"berween general education and advanced scholar-
ship, between colleges and universities, between research and
teaching; between graduate educatiOn and profeSsiorial schools
must be equalled by an emphasis on "integrity."

There is, Professor Pelikan points out; a tendet cy in the
university to talk glibly of the "cOmmunity of scholars."_But
moSt prsoris engaged in such talk are "far more ejtplidt about
what 'scholart Means in that definition than about what
'Community' means. . . ." It is nOW time for all of us to be
reminded that "in the life of the university, and in the train-
ing of future SchOlart, communitycommunity of labor,
coMMunity of must, but also community of integrityis in-
ditpentable to scholarship as we know it."

In the Carnegie Foundation essay, Higher Learning in the
Nation'i Service; we made a point that lingered in our thinking
and, finally, brought us to commission this essay:

In the final analysis, research iS a creative response to
anything We fail to understand and yearn to know. Much
of the university's fiiture engagement with the riddles of
the world will involve the flash of insight that_ comes
Only after the intellect has been disciplined in the tra-
dition that the educator has a responsibility to pass on.
Research in its purest forms is to be foUnd in American
universities, where it cannot be allowed to languish or
starve. Sustainins that creative process is absolutely cru-
cial if higher learning is to be truly "in the nation's
service."
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In this "little bwk" Pelikan avoids the quick fix, the sim-
ple bromide; Rather, with astute anaIyses and lucid prose he
confronts us with fUndamental problems about the uses of
critical intelligence and points to answers that will enable
scholarship to both survive and flourish. How can we; Pro-
fessor Pelikan asks in the concluding chapter, pursue quality
and enhance equality? C.2n we; at a time of reappraisal for
higher education, do more with less?

Our response to Professor Pelikah's provocative questions
will affect the future of the university and the nation.

XV
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PREFACE

HIS LITTLE BOOK is intended for anyone with an inter-
est iri graduate education. That means, first of au, those
who have a professional responsibility for the graduate

schools_ of American universitiespresidents, deans; profes-
sors. They are the ones who will have to decide what to do
about the American graduate school, which has grown over
the past generation or two into the most problematical (and
in many ways the most important) unit of the university.

Yet the academic professionals are not the only ones with
an important stake in the future of graduate education. Each
year, billions of dollars come into the graduate establishment
in the form of scholarships, fellowships, research grants, and
loans from public and private sources on the_assumption that
what goes on there is important for the cultural, scientific,
technological, and even the military future of the nation. Those
who bear the responsibility for the allocation of those dollars,
in the Congress or in foundations or in industry, ought to
understand the unique qualities of the graduate enterprise
better than they often do.

Al::ove all, however, the entire future of this vital cause
depends on those relatively few in the next generation who
will see in a career as, scholars a mission and a vocation that
they find irresistible. Because it has recently b-ecome "all but
irresistible" rather than altogether irresistible, the time has
come once again to make the case for scholarship as a way of
life.

To put the matter quite personally for a moment; I have



often said that if I had inherited or married great Wealth, I
WOuld *ant to be doing just what I am doing (though I
might perhaps hie living a little better). But, as a teacher of
undergraduates in a university college, I am deeply diSturbed
by the queStiOn of who our scholarly posterity are to be. How
can l_commtinicate to Yale juniors and seniorS the eicitement
and fulfillment I have found in a_life of scholarship, without
leading them down the road to frustfation, disappointment,
and _tragedy?

When I retire in_1994; some of the students entering grad=
uate school this fall will be coming up for tenure. Although
in my own career I completed professional SchOol and grad-
uate school in the same_year; I had long since decided without
hesita6ort that scholarship, not the practice of the profession,
was my vocation. But now I have come to believe, reluctantly
but ineltittably, that the very survival of scholarship is at
stake today.

It was this commitment to scholarship that prompted
WithoUt an "change of vocation; to agree in 1973 to gerve as
acting dean of the Yale Graduate School, and, in the follow-
ing year, to accept an appointment as its dean, serving until
1978.

And that, quite frankly, is also why I have written this
book.

Acknowledgement: I wish to express my appreciation to
Lane Mann and the Carnegie Foundation staff for pre=
paring the tables and interpretation p-resented in the Ap-
pendix.
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WHITHER GRADUATE EDUCATION?

MID THE CONCERN OF the general public and the outcry
of political leaders on all sides about American edu-

, cation, we have heard comparatively little about grad-
uate education, which receives almost no attention in A Na-
tion at Risk, the most widely discussed recent review of the
educational scene; At least initially, the g.aduate school seems
to affect education in the community far lesc directly than
does the elementary or secondary school or the college.
Only a relatively small segment of the population will ever
apply to do postbaccalaureate study, particularly in the arts
and sciences; at its maximum level; the number of Ph.D.s
awarded in any given ',ear amounted to something like .015
percent of the total populatim. Besides, it is far more diffi-
cult for those engaged in graduate education to raise such
banners as "functional illiteracy" and "a rising tide of medi-
ocrity.

Yet closer attention and more serious reflection will sug-
gest that, in many ways, a majority of the intellectual prob-
lems of the American educatioral system do ultimately find

their way back to the graduate school. It is, after all, the
teacher of the teachersor, sometimes, the teacher of the
teachers of the teachers. Anyone who cares deeply about ed-
ucation and who wants to reform it must recognize that the
best way of being in a position to effect any such reform is
still through the agern. that turns out the credentials,_ which
is, as Al lerican education now stands, the graduate school of
arts and sciences. Thus every proposal for the improvement
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of education at whatever level seems to involve tasks and re-
sponsibilities for which only the graduate school is equipped.
And if graduate education is not in a position to undertake
such tasks and responsibilities, the only alternative will be to
invent another system that will be prepared to do what grad-
uate education has been claiming to da; and perhaps has failed
to do. Yet it has been the universal experience of reform
movements in American higher education that those who pro-
pose to change the system must first join the union:

Despite the comparative underemphasis on graduate edu-
cation in the public debates about "the crisis of American
education," a small but highly competent group of scholars
have been concerning themselves, especially during the past
two or three decades, with the short-term and lonkterm im-
plications of postbaccalaureate study in the arts and sciences
They have; on the whole, addressed their studies to policy
makers, professional educators; and professional education-
ists, rather than, as we are seeking to do, to ;he broader
public of all those who have a stake in graduate education,
inch:ding as well university professors and prospective grad-
uate students. Most scholars in this new field of research have
been trained in applied matImiatics, in demography and
econometrics, and they have brought to their scholarship the
highly developed methbdologies of those disciplines. Daunt-
ing as some of their mathematical models may be (not to
mention the solemnity of their prose about "whither graduate
education?"), it is not true, as their critics may charge, that
no one without an advanced grasp of calculus can make any
sense at all of their ar alyses.

Some of the best products of such research into graduate
education have helped to inform the following essay, and both
the text and the notes have sought to acknowledge the debt.
What follows here is in no way an attempt to duplicate,
much less to supersede, the immensely valuable papers and
books that have come out of the application of a quantitative
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methodology to the complex situation of graduate education
in the America of the 1980s and 1990s. It is, rather, an effort
to step back from those studies to a level of reflection that
will make "the idea of sraduate education" accessible to
thoughtful readers who are _not themselves members of the
guild of econometricians and statisticians. At the same time
it addresses itself to those who must concern themselves with
that "idea" in very concrete terms as administrators, profes-
sors, and students. Its basic question, then, is neither "What"
nor "How," but "Why."

Many of the most fundamental questions about university
education, including its graduate responsibilities, are, by at
least a century or so; older than any of this literature._ They
were raised, and sometimes also answered, by John Henry
Newman's The Idea of a University, a book which; as George
N. Shuster said, "has done more than any other to stimulate
reflection on the character and the aims of higher education."'
Alongside the indispensab.'e quantitative analyses of graduate
education in relation to economic and demographic forces,
therefore, there may be a contribution to be made to the
debate from the conteAt of a scholarship in the history of ideas
that can legitimately claim to stand in a direct succession
from Newman's own. And as it is absolutely essential for the
intellectual historian concerned about graduate education to
pay attention to the work of scholars who approach it much
as they might any "labor-intensive" industry, so in turn it is
necessary for the intellectual historian to point out to them
that the chief product of this industry is ideas, and that there-
fore "the idea of graduate education" and, for that matter,
The Idea of a University must Cairn their attention.



COLLEGE INTO UNIVERSITY?

HE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN a college and a university.
it SAS been said, is that at a university professors are
paid to study: scholarly research defines the nature of

the University. Yet in the opening sentence of The him of a
University Newman defined the university as "a place of teach-

ing universal kithivlidgii" and then went on to declare: its

Obje.ct were scientific and philosophical discovery; I do not
see why a University should have students."' Although it has
become coinnionplace to conclude from this statement that
Newman'S vision of the university was cramped by an exclu-
sive emphasis on teaching, he did _in fact make scholatly re=
search a part of the mission of the university; and in the
inatgin of his "Rules and Regulations for the Catholic Uni-
versity"ihe even wrote: "Professors to writ. bOold."2

The definitive version of Newman's Idea 'a University was
publiM-fed in 1873. In 187-6 the Johns Hopkins University
opened its doors as a _fiill-fledged graduate universityan event
that his sometimes been described as the beginaing of gen-
tithe gtadudte education in the United Stal-es.3 Actually, as
the Second Annual Report of the Carnegie Foundationfor the Ad-
vancement Of Teaching pointed out, "the account should begin
with Yale College when in 1846 graduate courses in philos-

ophy and the wits were established and the attempt was made

to superadd on the old framework of the College";4_ the first

Ph.D.'s awarded in the United States were conferred there in

1E61. During the decade of the founding of Johns Hopkins,
the 1870s, the University of Pennsylvania, Harvard, Colum-
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bia, and Princeton, in that order, began to offer programs
leading to the degree of Doctor of PhiloSOphy.' Other uni-
versities soon began adding the Ph.D. to their list of degrees
awarded. 6 New universities founded in the closing decades of
the nineteenth century, such as the UniverSity of Chicago in
1891, Made this degree the pinnacle of their academic pto-
grams, as the one degree with "a single meaning that was
tiplicitly qualitative," since "the gist of the Ph.D. require-
ments Was a demand for research";7 for, in the words of Wit=
liain Rainey Harper, first president of the University of Chi-
tago, "graduate work [13) the idea which hat more cbmpletely
controlled the policy of The University than any other."8

The redoubtable Benjamin jowett, Regitis PeokSsor of Greek,
Master of Balliol, and translator of Plato (who died three years
after Newman), dismissed the whole notion with the excla-
illation: "Research! A mere excuse fol.- idleness; it has never
achieved, and will never achieve any_ results of the Slightest
Value."9 And a later professor it Oxford, best known as the
author of The Hobbit and The Loa of the Rings btit a notable
scholar of Old English as well; expressed himself in a similar
vein as late as 1966. Writing to a gfandson who had become
a graduate student at Oxford, he said he had alsvays been
"sceptical aLsout 'research of any_ kind as part of the occupa-
tion or training of younger people in the language-literature
Schools," and he attributed the growing emphasis among hu-
manists on scholarly research to "the desire to climb on the
great band-waggon of Science (or at least onto a little trailer
in tow)." But for humanists, by contrast with scientists, "there
is such a lot to learn first," and therefore graduate studentS
in the humanities "privately desire nothing more than a chance
to read more.'1° Notwithstanding such Oionian grurnblings
about "research," by the time Cardinal Newman died in 1890
it was becoming an educational consensus, at least on this
side of the Atlantic Ocean as well as on the other Side of the
English Channel, that not only (to use his words) "the dif=
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fusion and extension of knowiedge," but its "advancenwit"
as well; did belong to the essence of "the idea of a univer-
Sity."

Commenting on the "fantastic, disoidetly diversity" of
American colleges and universities as "Hotels of the Mind,"
Daniel J. Boorstin observed that "the tradition the Americans
inherited from Europe assumed that universities were reposi-
tories of the Higher Learning, which meant; of course; the
most advanced and difficult and recondite subject matters,"
but that in the United States "education became a curiously
invert&d pyramid": "if an 'opera house' in an upstart Western
town would somehow bring into b-eing the performances to
justify its name, would not a 'university' also create its own
constituency?" In this sense, therefore, the Arnerican uni-
versity, with its combination of baccalaureate "undergradu-
ate" education and postbaccalaureate "graduate" education;
was unique.

At the same time, as was pointed out by Abraham Flexner,
still perhaps the sharpest analyst of American higher educa-
tion in the twentieth century; 12 it is usefitl to see the Amer-
ican university as the combination, fortuitous and uneasy, of
various disparate elernents. Somei__ including its residential
character, come ftom the British college system at OXfOrd and
Cambridge. Others, such as the ecclesiastical auspices under
which so much of Anierican higher education has grown; are
derived ftom the seminary system legislated by the Council
of Trent in _the aftermath of the Reformation and then adapted
to the special needs of the "free churches" that came out of
the Puritan revolution. But the graduate programs of the
American university system were an import from German
universities, which were, as Joseph Ben-David has i.ut it;
"until about the 1870s . . . virtually the only institutions in
the world in which a student could obtain training in how to
do scientific or scholarly research."3 After the upheavals of
the First World War and the Armistice, German Wicsenschaft
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continued to be committed to the ideal expressed in 1929 by
one of its outstanding spokesmen, Adolf von Harnack, whom
the president of the Weimar Republic had saluted a few years
earlier as "the bearer of German scholarship." 14 "Never,
Harnack declared, "must there be any alteration in the char-
acter of our German universities and institutions of higher
learning, their dedication to teaching and research. The diS-
tinctiveness of German universities is expressed in the com-
bination of research and teaching."'

Because the colonial foundations were all collegesor per-
haps more accurately collegiate seminaries, with their "core
curriculum" of "rhetoric and divinity catechetical"6the

superadding" of the Ph.D. LO the existing baccalaureate pro7
grams set up critical tensions within the faculty of_arts and
sciences, which had b&n known in the traditional European
university as the philosophical faculty. (A further confusion
had it: source in the practice of the descendants of two other
traditional medieval faculties, theology and law, of designat-
ins the professional degree as a bcalaureate. The degrees of
Bachelor of Divinity; _the B.D., and Bachelor of Laws; the
LL.B., continued until recent decades to be the professional
degrees also for those who had already obtained the degree of
Bachelor of Arts.)

Those institutions that continued to identify themselves as
colleges rather_than as universitie: and that did not aspire to
offering the Ph.D. were nevertheless profoundly affected by
these changes in the American university system. At many
such places; including some of the best ones, it had been
possible, as late as the two decades between World War I
and World War II, fbr faculty members who had an M.A.
hut had never earned the Ph.D: to win tenure and to achieve
the rank of full professor--and to do so with honor. A college
cata!-)g would boast that "48% of our faculty possess earned
docct,rates" (which; with the substitution of the J.D. for the
LL.B. as the professional degree for lawyers, might sometimes
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include professors of political science and other fields who had
graduated from law school and had not passed through the
research program of the Ph.D.). All such equivocations aside,
it was evident from such practices as these that the under-
graduate college was under growing pressure to define its
standards of intellectual and academic achievement on the
basis of criteria_ dictated by the university, and, within_ the
university, by the graduate school; for, to quote again from
an astute foreign observer cited earlier, "intellectually the
graduate school had become the decisive influence in higher
education by the beginning of this century."" The epitome
of those criteria, and the symbol of conformity to them, was
the Ph.D. It was not yet a condition for an initial faculty
appointment to a "ladder rank," but increasingly it would
become a prerequisite for promotion to a tenured position.
William James, in his article of 1903; "The Ph.D. Octopus;"
was expressing the misgivings of many of his contemporaries
about the growing dominance of the Ph.D. in universities
and now in colleges as well;" but; even as he published it;
his own university was taking the lead in the conferral of
advanced degrees in the United States. The Ph.D. was here
to stay.

Yet also here in the United States the Ph.D. was, and is,
a research degree for scholars, not a professional degree for
teachers. As one distinguished undeigraduate dean observed,
the American Ph.D. "remained set to the German model" by
being "directed towards research and_ the advancement of
knowledge," despite "the fact that 90 percent of the new
doctors of philosophy would enter the teaching profession,
[and) _that once their dissertations were accepted; most of them
would never undertake further research."" Recent data across
various disciplines appear to be simply unavailable about the
latter of those observations; although an older study did in-
dicate that, at leaSt for historians, the number of those who
weni: on producing scholarly work was closer to 25 percent
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than to 10 percent.2° But it is the impression ol several di-
reaors of major university presses that 10 percent rmy
quite accurate today: although the dissertation is the principal
artifact produced by the Ph.D. program; in which the can-
didate is held to rigorous standards of research, it does not
lead, in more than one case out of ten, to a lifetime of com-
parably rigorous scholarship. To be sure; there remains the
possibility, even the probability, that the inu,lectual disci-
pline represented by the dissertation will be reflected in un-
dergraduate teaching in the form of a sense of the methods of
research that will be a fundamental part of the outlook on
learning _communicated in college courses. Nevertheless, the
dissertation is the one component of Ph.D. training for col-_
lege teachers that the defenders of the status quo have found
the most difficult to justify.

It is somewhat easier with other parts of the Ph.D. curric-
ulum. Thus introductory sraduate courses might communi-
cate some of the kinds of general information about a subject
that the prospective teacher of undergraduates will need, and
the reading of the scholarly literature in the field that a grad-
uate student undertakes in preparation for comprehensive ex-
aminations will certainly provide content for future college
courses. Yet "the best-known academic innovation inaugu-
rated by German-trained instructors of graduate students was
the seminar."21 American scholars who weLt to Germany for
doctoral study during the nineteenth century repeatedly de-
scribed me thrill akid the terror inspired in the research sem-
inar by the Herr Professor (the professor was, inevitably, a
Herr): At its best the seminar also inspired a rigor of method
that would shapethe student's future research; and it became
an institution: Harnack met his seminar in church history
regularly for fifty-four consecutive years. Most American
graduate schools, too; have developed by now an oral tradi-_
tion about some of the great research seminars of past and
present, in which students and faculty work together at the



When transplanted from the graduate school into the col-
lege, however, the product of this ideal of scholarly research
cm feel utterly bewildered. Elmer Gant must remain the most
unforgettabk example of such bewilderment and culture shock.
As a graduate student in English at Harvard, "he had spells
and rhymes of magic numbers which would enable him, he
thOUght, to read all of the million books in the great library,"
which was "a furious obsession with him all the time." But
when he leit graduate school and began to teatii college sm.=
dents, "he was tortured constantly by the thought of his in-
adequacy and ignorance" and by the "fear and trembling"
with which he "approached a four-page paper" by an under-
graduate.22 Only the involuntarY serVitude of the undergrad-
uate sections prepares a newly minted Ph.D. to do what
now becoMes primary fOr the college teacher to do in order
to be successful. But what had been primary to success in the
graduate program for the Ph D. candidate iS hot the way to
elithb the ladder of success in the college faculty.

The recognition of that anomaly has led periodically to
calls for the greater "professionah2ation" of Ph.D. training as
a program of preparation for the zollege teacher, _or for the
creation of one or more alternative degrees explicitly directed
to that end: One of the most thoughtful statementS of that
case for an altern-tive degree Was summarized by Dressel and
Thompson a decade or so after its adoption. In addition to
reciting the familiar complaints about the e,Screpancy be;
tWeen a training in research and a career in teaching, they
urged that the degree of Doctor of Arts Would, without sac-
rificing intellectual quality or authentic scholarly content, be
a more effective_ and economical way to provide professors for
the nation's colleges. It could be argued as well that such a
degree would be a means of restoring the Ph.D. to its true
definition and of protecting it against the dilution ofcontents
and standards that can come if itS SuppoSed significance as a
research degree is adLusted to suit its actual significance as a

professional degree. The publication of their proposal, how-
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ever, coincided very closely with the growing awareness, to
be descrilvd in Chapter 2; that there would soon be "an
increasing izunibr of Ph.D. degrees," which would cause "a
surplus of terminal degree holders."" Similar alternatives, such
as Oliver Carmichael's suggestion of a D;Phil; for college
teachers as distinct from the Ph.D. for research scholars,24
seem also, for some of the same reasons, to have been an idea
whose time had not come;

There is no denying that when the graduate school's defi-
nition of scholarship does make its presence felt within the
work of the college teacher; it can fundamentally distort the
commitment of the undergraduate curriculum to the aims of
general education; Instead of contributing to those aims; the
intródtictory course for freshmen and sophomores becomes a
recruiting ground for majors in the department and eventual
Ph;11's, as professors seek to clone themselves and assure the
future of their field. Students intent on majoring in other
departments sense that they are not weicome where their
technical skills, be they linguistic or quantitative, are inade-
quate. There is a widely held impression, justified or not,
t%?t in research-intensive universities such an attitude toward
undergraduate instruction of students who will go on to con-
centrate elsewhere is endemicor epidemicin departments
of science. In any case, however, the fundamental problem is
a universal one, epitomizing as it does the deep cleft between
the Ph.D. degree as a "trade union card" and the Ph.D.
degree as a reward for scholarly research."

It would, howevt.i; be a_ grave error to overlook the major
contribution that the scholarly standards of the Ph.D. have
undeniably made to the quality of undergraduate instruction
in the American college; For example; by a characteristically
American process of the recombimat splicing of British and
German educational genes, the undergraduate seminar has be-
come in many American colleges both a tutorial session and
a specialized consideration of Some text or theme. Similarly,
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the quality of the senior essay required of majors has unques-
tionably been improved by the implicit identification of the
Ph.D. dissertation as the criterion for what an extended re-
port on research ought to be. The "cloning" indulged in by
professors dedicated to research, for all the danger that it may
transform the college into no more than a preparatory school
for graduate or professional school, has frequently been a pri-
mary lime in raising che sights of professors and students and
in giving them a vision of the larger world of scholarship in
which an undergraduate course, no less than a graduate course,
participatesor certainly should participate. As Flexrier put
it, "Nothing will do more to steady and improve the college
itself than its assumption of such definite functions in respect
to professional and other forms of special training; "26

Among these "other forms of special training," the prepa-
ration of rmarch xholars and scientists in the graduate schools
of American universities has had a profound effect not only
on the nature of undergraduate education both within those
universities and in four-year liberal arts colleges, but on the
quality and the content of professional education as wella
topic to which we shall return in Chapter IV. Thus Flexner's
recommendation; as the first of his principles for the "recon-
struction" of medical education, that "a medical school is
prorerly a university department" and that therefore it should
not try to perform its work of teaching and research in iso-
lation from the (rest of the) university,27 has been carried out
through the affiliation of most remaining independent schools
of medicine with universities.

The graduate school, then, finds itself castwillingly or
unwillingly, but often quite willingly and sometimes down-
right eagerlyin the role of the university's bureau of stand-
ards. That role tends to be dramatized whenever, on the basis
of the criterion of scholarly publication, a junior faculty member
is denied promotion to tenure: once again, in the undergrad-
uate perception, the research demands of the Ph.D. program

13
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have taken precedence over the teaching needs of the college:
The impression is widespread beyond the campus as well that;
faced_ with the choice between teaching and scholarship, the
"professoriat" will almost invariably give the nod to schnlar-_
ship.28 On the other hand, at many colleges that transformed
themselves into universities by a change of academic nomen-
clature but not of scholarly subs:ance, it remains true; as
James B. Conant once commented, that "research and teach-
ing are in fact completely separated because research activities
among the _professors are conspicuous_ by their absence!"29
Whenever there have been efforts to redress the supposed im-
balance; most often involving an attempt to reformulate the
criteria of appointment and promotion in such_a way as to
give teaching equal weight with scholarship, they have re-
opened Newman's question of the balance between the schol-
arly advancement" of knowledge through research and the
"diffusion and extension" of knowledge through teaching. And
that, in turn; would certainly seem to bring us back to the
question of "the difference between a college and a univer-
sity," with which this chapter began, as well as perhaps to
the answer given there, that "scholarly research defines the
nature of the university."
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I I

A LOST GENERATION
OF SCHOLARS?

HE COMMITMENT OF the American structure of higher
education to the Ph.D., both as the definitIon of the
standard of the scholarship expected of all faculty in

the college and as the highest_degree awarded by the univer-
sity, made it far too easy, when the opportunity arose, for
academk institutions to launch new graduate programs for
which they were not adequately prepared._ The prestige asso-
ciated with being a "university" rather than merely a "col-
lege" lured them into supposing that graduate teaching was
simply a more advanced form of the advanced instruction usu-
ally offered in the final two years of college. But that sup-
position ignored the fundamental principle of graduate ,.1clu-
cation: graduate teaching is :lot an octension of a professor's
undergraduate teaching, but an extension of a professor's re-
search To become a university; therefore; a college must change
its expectations about what its faculty do and about their
neeAs in the laboratory and the library. When those who bore
responsibility for higher educationadministrators and pm-
fessors, tmstees and legislatorslost sight of that fiindarnen-
tal principle, the number of graduate programs grew, but the
mechanisms for monitoring their quality did not

Ar least by aindsight, such growth seems Almost to have
been inevitable, just as it seems likewise to have been inevi-
table that, if the opportunity were to arise, many new thou-
sands of aspirants to higher degrees would undertake the course
of study leading to the dr crorate at the end of the rainbow.
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Such an opportunity was provided; a the conclusion of the
Second World War, by the G. I. Bill Of Rights. ManY Who;
as newly minted Ph._D.'s, began teaching during the second
half of the 1940s will _always remember; with a mixture of
nostalgia, gratitude, and relief, what it *it like to be younger
than mmiy of the students_ in ithe class and to reinanduce
theSe young mennot very boOkiSh perhipS; but eXPerienced
and ready to learn, with little time for nonsense=to the un-
dergraduate studies that had been interrupted by the Selective
Ser Vice Sy Stein. But there was also a -substantial group who
had already completed their undergraduate studies beftite gOing
in War. To this group the G. L Billrepresented the chance,
othertvise unattainable for many, of thein; to go beyond col-
lege to graduate and professional study. The course Of Study
they Undertook raised the expectations of an entire generation
or two of American students about graduate educationits
possibilities; its prospects, and its support; the universities
"gtaddated thousands of lawyers, doctors, engineers, teachers;
managers" and thus "spawned a new, young, eager middle
class."'

But now the eager and scholarlY "middic class" is in grave
danger of becoming a cynical and nonscholarly Lumpenprole-
tariat instead. Between 1960 and 1974 the number of first=
year graduate students in all fields (if:chiding some "profes-
sionally oriented fields") had more than trebled, increasing
ftom 191;180 o 597;695.2 Two books produced in the 1970s
may be takm as expressive, by their Very titlesThe Great
American Degree Machine and The Oareciucated American==it well
as by the data they present, of a mounting apprehension.3 A
scheme of graduate education that had managed to inCreaie
the size of its cohort of new recruits by a factor of three in
the space of a mere fifteen years had dearly become a jugger-
naut, with a life of its own and a mothenturin that was gei...:ng
out of control, until, as one wag suggested at the time, the
nurnber of Ph.D.'s in the land threatened to exceed the adult
population.
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The reasons for this exTlosion were multiple and complex.4
In many of the experimental sciences; gratluate students had
become an indispensable supply of hands and ket for the
research of principal investigators, who could neither carry on
their cuTrent project nor apply ffir grants to support their next
project without the assurance that there wotild I* enough
helots (=Ph.D. candidates) to do whatever had to be done
and, not quite incidentally but of course concurrently, to ftil-
fill the requirements of the graduate school for the degree. At
best that arrangement could be a form of apprenticeship that
brought the senior scientist and the_ junior gthduate student
into a genuine partnership of research unknown in other dis-
ciplines; but at worst could become a species of subtle ex-
ploitation that sacrificed the training of the gthduate student
as an independent researcher to the ambitions of the professor.
It was made possible by the mechanism of support for scien-
tific research developed by collaboration between the scientific
community and its patrons: private foundations, for which,
however, by the late 1970s; "basic research [was) . . . a
declining priority";' and, increasingly, the federal govern-
ment. Research grants would be awarded, after proper and
rigorous peer review; to principal investigators; who would;
in turn, undertake to support from those grants a stated num-
Ilcr of graduate students. In some graduate schools that sup-
port would begin with the adinssion of those_students. In
others the university would agree to provide such support for
the first two, three, or four semesters, until the students were
ready to sign on for dissertation research that was compatible
with the scientific specialty_-and, of course, with the grants
and projectsof the principal investigator. The whole system
was, at one and the same time, a means of granting support
to graduate students in the sciences and a not-so-hidden sub-
sidy to universities, particularly to private universities, which
could charge the tuition of the students against the grants

In the humanities and some of the social sciences, graduate
students were not equally necessary to the scholarly research
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of the Othfesseir, encept perhaps to go into the library stacks
to veri6r refetences iG the footnotes of the neict article. In-
stead, graduate students here (as well as in the sciences) be=
came "Section fodder," providing that indisPensable third hour
in a three=hour lecture course: the senior professor would hold
forth co an audience of hundreds for two of the three hours,
and then the graduate students (many of whom were at the
same time working for the Ph.D. under the _same profesSor)
would meet the students in smaller sections to induct the
young _intO the mysteries of the texts upon Which, presum-
ably, the professor had been basing the lectures. CompenSa=
don to graduate students for this service was; ultimately,
provided by the undergraduate college, supplerrienting What7
ever stipend they were receiving from the graduate school
itself Miring the 1970s and 1980s, more and more graduate
khnots tvete teksrting to imaginative plans ot combining funds
from _these several sourcesresearch grants, teaching assist-
aritships,i and graduate school fellowshipsand "flattenmg out"
the resultant sum over the four years of graduate study to
provide a uniform and _predictable level of support.

ThUS the giaduate faculty, for its own needs of both re-
search and instruction, came to have a yital stake in the main-
tenance of a continuous supply of graduate students. Less ob=
viOti, but no less important, was the need for giadirate students
as a source of intellectual stimulation and Stholarly growth.
When the lottery of _the admissions process in a particular
year and in a particular department resulted in an entering
class that was too small, the disappointment would Often be
eicpressed in the complaint; "But now I won't have enough
firgt=year Students to mount a decent Seminar!" Too tight a
correlation between the professor's own scholarly research and
the topic Of the Seminar could; moreover; lead to a definition,
whether of theme or of prerequisites, So SpeCialiied as to eic-
clude graduate students from other departments and pi-6=
graiiissitideries who might be, ironically, the very ones from
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whom would come the_most exciting intellectual stimulation;
for the professor as well as for the professor's "own"_students.

Books like those of Adkins and Freeman expressed an alarm
that had come to be shared by most other responsible observ-
ers of Anierican higher education by the mid-1970s. At a
time when the graduate school assembly lines were about to
turn out 33;000 new Ph:D;'s in a single year, /Ulan M; Cart-
ter; whose book; An Argument of Quality in Graduate Educa-
tion,6 had helped to lay the foundations for the scientific study
of graduate education; predicted that by the early 1980s there
would I* academic positions for only a tragically small frac-
tion of that number.7 Canter brought many of his data and
much of his wisdom together in 1976.8 There were some
observers who found Glitter's cassandran picture of the next
decade either too grim or still not grim enough:9 Shaken by
all that they were hearing andireading; the moreirespcinsible
graduate schools, in their catalogs, as well as indivi,'aial de-
partments, in their correspondence with prospective gfaduate
students; began; as part of a policy of "truth in packaging,"
to issue warnings about the bleakness of the academic job
market: Everyone's vocabulary seemed to have acquired the
term "Ph.D. glut"an ugly name for a reality still more
ugly.

It is obvious that such warnings did not apply with eqüil
Validity to all the fields in which the Ph.D. was being of-
fered. In inical psychology, for example, the expectation
had always been that the "doctors" would probably enter
practice; combining it with research and publication, but that
only a minority of them would end up as professors in col-
leges or universities; For this reason, the Ph.D. in clinical
psychology; like that in engineering, should probably be called
a "professional" degree, in the sense in which we shall be
using the word in Chapter IV. According to a recent survey,
just over half of those who hold the Ph.D. in chemistry are
in industry, but only about a third in colleges and universi-
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ties. t° And, as is only too well known to colleges and uni-
versities currently scrambling for faculty members to meet
the growing demand for instruction in computer science; the
competition in that particular auction dces not come chiefly
from other academic institutions at all, but does appear to be
coming from almost everywhere else. Thanks to the workings
of supply and demand, there is less of an oversupply in some
fields than in others; and none at all in a few.

Predictably, the fields in which the oversupply_is the most
critical belong principally to the humanities and social
ences, which have in the past placed most of their Ph.D.'s
into academic positions, at least initiaHyaccording to a sur-
vey of the National Research Council of the National Acad-
emy of &knees, more than 95 percent of those who were
employed fiill-time in the field in which they had done their
graduate study:" In many leading universitift. these are also
the departments that are among the largest and (though not
automatically so) the strongest. The needs of the university's
undergraduates for instruction of high academic quality in
these fields had appeared to dictate as well that; if possible,
there should be, in every college that had now suddenly be-
come a university; full7scale graduate programs vertical i=
tegrated with the unde;.graduate offerings of such depaet-
ments, to recruit and keep scholars on the faculty and (lest
we forget) co supply them with teaching assistants. It is not
surprising that spreading the alarm aSaut the Ph.D. should
have had its most noticeable impact here.

The starting point fOr any rational analysis of the present
situation of graduate education, as well_ as for any realistic
projection about the situation of the next decade or two, wotild
appear to _be one stubborn act, obvious once stated but con-
siderably less than obvious until stated: All the students who;
for the balance of this century, could enter college at the
traditional age have already been born, and there will be fewer
of them for Ph.D.'s to teach than there have been. The sta-
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tistics compiled and projected by the Bureau of the Censusu
indicate that the annual birth rate; which had been at abc:.:t
4;300;000 in the early 1960s; has; with some fluctuLtion,
basically declined ever since: at the end of that decade, the
late 1960s1 it stood at 3,500;000; and by the inrddle of the
following decade it had gone down even further, to just over
3,100000. On the basis of these figures, the final report of
the Carnegie Council entitled Th ree Thousand Futures predicts
a reduction of about one-fourth in the traditional college-ago
population during the final quarter of this t.entury

The annual birth rate, regardless of what demographers or
econometricians may project; can depend also on many forces
deep within the society and indeed deep within the individual
human psyche; that frequently transcend and defy statistical
examination. Yet it is certainly with the available numbers
that anyone is compelled to begin. The specific implications
of those numbers for graduate education; however, are neither
clear nor simple, because of what one quantitative monograph
has called the "well-documented idiosyncracies of the 'aca-
demic marketplace, "14 as another study by The Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching has put it,
"predicting future enrollments . . . is almost as hazardous as
predicting the future of the college's endowment." That
complexity betomes evident from the comparison of two anal-
yses of the prospects for graduate education published; re-
cently and almost simultaneously, by two distinguished pri-
vate universities with a proud record of achievement and
contribution in the preparation of Phll's in all major fields.
Opening with the declarationi "The single most powerful force
contributing to such a sobering prognosis is demographic;"
one of these analyses proceeds; by a methodology _that seeks

to refine earlier research models, to project "a rather steady
fail" of undergraduate college enrollments in the nation from
a high of about 8;250,000 in 1981 to slightly more than
7,000,000 fifteen years laterthus a reduction of college stu=
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dents amounting to about 15 petcent. The report hedges its
projections with variaLs qualifications about unpredictable
factors, such as the nurnber Of students beyond traditional
undergraduate age who may decide to entet college or the
possibility of a surprisingly greater participation by those seg;
ments of the population; parricularly the members of racial
minorities, Who,_ by necessity or by choice, have not tradi-
tionally sent their fair share of students into posrsecondary
study. Nevertheless, it joins itSelf to the cautions expressed
by other studies "that wishful thinking not be allowed to
shield us from harsh realities."6

Another_ such report, ir,sued in the following year; his;
after stuo ving the same data; read them quite differently. It
cvens its appendix on "the reliability Of enrollment projec-
dons" with the slightly tart observation: "The cOnfidence with
which demographic or econometric projections of enrollments
rc announced reflects the analyst's conviction that the model

employed is theoretically correct and the input data reasona-
bly accurate." While ceineeding that such a conviction is "often
(perhaps usually) justified," the teport proCeeds to urge "that
such predictions can be_ very unstable, and that predictions
made as far as ten years in the future tend to be far off base."
rhea it goes on to argue that there is in fact not any "pre-
dictable general national pattern," and, besides, that gross
national statistics are leSS helpftil for the understanding of the
prospects of any individual institution than they appear to
be. There remains rhe Dossibility," this study concludes,
"that a university'S_own d.iii can . provide sufficient in-
formation for useful predictionS." Oh the basis of such data
it projectS a pattern of enrollment quite different from that
contained in most of the 6th-et studies we have been citing
here, and hence it recommendS a bOlder strategy for graduate
education than the cautious policies being urged by a signii-
icant majority of the analysts of graduate education."

When experts who have in common the requisite technical
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skills come to such conflicting conclusions; it is; as always,
difEctilt for laymen who lack such skills to cope with the
conflict. One may be tempted to resort to an ad hominem (or,
more precisely perhaps; an ad universitatem) argument by not-
ing that the first of the two universities in the debate nor
only is deprived of (or, to put it another way, is free of the
burden of) the range of professional schools characteristic of
mosr of its peers, but also has only 24 percent of its students
in its graduate school, while the second counts its graduate
enrollment as 71 percent of its total student body."' This
striking difference in structure could serve to account for the
difference in reaction as together they contemplate the pros-
pect of a lost generatioc . of scholars. Yet any such explanation
would, by itself, be supethcial. For there is on both sides the
recognition of how knotty, and indeed how capricious, the
realities behinil the data can be: the warning on the one hand
"that these projections are rough, and it would be a mistake
to invest them with specious precision," and on the other
hand the concentration on the special situation of one univer-
sity, predominantly graduate in its mission, which might
therefore well he seen as an exception to any national trend.
Unquestionably, then, the implications of demography,
whatsoever they may be, for the strategy of graduate educa-
tion must be an indispensable agenda item for any national
debate about "scholarship and its survival."

The other statistical datum that it would be necessary to
consult for any such debate is less available and even less
reliable: Who is going on from college to graduate school,
and, more ominously, who is not? All we seem to have is
what social scientists would identi& as "anecdotal evidence,"
but this is sufficiently troubling to merit consideration. The
national press has reported that at one university that has
played a leading role as a supplier of future scholars and col-
lege teachers, the news of an oversupply of Ph.D.'s and a
shortage of positions is resuking in a drastic change. 19 Sikh
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press reports confirm the "anecdotal" impression of thank pro-
fessors abbut their own undergrduates, whose scholarly btnt
and abiliq would a generation ago have made them obvious
applicants to some Ph.D. program somewhere. NoWadays,
howeve,, such seniors, a bit wistfully, seem to have concluded
that graduate vy Jrk and college teaching are a cill-de-sac And
off they go to schools of law, medicine, or business, where,
chances are, they will number among their professional school
classmates some of the junior faculty under whom they have
been working in college, 1 who have also been forced its giVe
up on a career in scholarship.

At the very least, the profound differences in the iinplica-
tiolis being drawn imm the same demographic data are a
warning Sign against the statistical reductionism that some.=
times passes for scientific objectivity in the scholarly study of
higher education (and not only there). IThe hidden Fkittlei of
the unekarnined a prioris in such study makes it necess&-y
that there be, in addition to the quantitative methodOlogy,
analyses of the problem _that proceed from some fundamental
historical and philosophical corsideration. That considera-
tion, moreover, must bt the business not only of histhrians
and philosophers; but also of those who make concrete aca-
demic decisions about graduate education. In higher educa-
tibn, the trite distinction hetween "thinkers" and "doerS" is
even mere fatuous than it is elsewhere, Newman's Idea ofa
University, abstract though much of its discussion May sound,
grew out of the very concrete task that was assigned to him
of creating a new university, and it is, in that sense, the
brilliant documentation of a rather miserable faihire For that
very reason, however, it may serve even those who fundaMen-
tally disagree with it as the basis for the reflectionithat must
precede responsible decision-making. Yet such reflection, in
turn, requires the enlighterment and correction privided by
the data and the models employed in quantitative essays on
the subject.
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I I I

A GENTLEMANAND A SCHOLAR?

HE CRISIS IN the graduate schools represented by the
situation we have been describins in Chapter II has
made it imperative to reconsider and to challenge many

fundamental and all but universal assumptions. One of these,
which professors often espouse in making the case for gradu-
ate work; urges that graduate education in the university is
indispensable betause of the contribution it makes to under-
graduate education. According to this theory, the faculty time
and universiri resources, as well as the other private and pus-
lic resourcesi going into graduate programs provide a major,
if sometimes indii.ect, source of strensth to both the colleges
that are themselves part of universities and to those who3e
sole mission is undergraduate teaching. If that assumption is
correct, a drastic reduction in the number and size of graduate
programs is bound to have a ddeterious effect on undergrad-
uate instruction. To the extent that the assumption is correct,
such reduction also implies, for faculty members and admin-
istrators in colleges, a basic reconsideration of the way the
intellectual life of the faculty, and of the individual professor,
can be sustained and renewed. Stimulating such a reconsid-
eration is an important subsidiary purpose of this essay.

The primary purpose of this essay is, however, to raise the
question of scholarship and of its survival; which confronts a
crisis of no less awesome proportions. For this question, the
converse of the assumption about the link between graduate
and undergraduate education is even more pertinent: the quality
of scholarship is itself bound up with the state and the fate
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of general education, which was the theme of the first of these
Carnegie Foundation essays. The difference between gdo-cl
scholarship and great scholarship is, as often as not; the gen-i
eral preparation of the scholar in fields other than the field of
specialization. It is general preparation that makes possible
that extra leap of imagination and anogy by which schol-
arship moves ahead. From such studies the scholar will derive
the metaphors and "paradigms" to make sense o ,pecialized
data.2 At the same time it is necessary to ask: How much of
what is done in graduate education is actually a remedial
exercise to compensate for gaps, not in the preparation of
students for specialized scholarship, but in their general ed-
ucation? To the cost of this remediation one would have to
add the losses to the commonweal; quite literally incalcula-
ble, remitting from gaps in general education that will never
be filled once a student has finished college, whenever uni-
versities geaduate Ph:D:'s (as well as; for that matter, M.D.'s
or J.D.'s) who have been well trained but poorly educated:

When John Henry Newman set about to describe the prod-
uct of general education, as Culler has noted; -"the_ term
'gentleman' could :iardly be avoided altogether since it was
almost a commonplace that the education of a gentleman was
what the two older universities provided," but, Culler adds,
"Newman did not like it." "As Newman's celebrated portrait
of the 'gentleman' contains his finest comment upon the Re-
ligion of Philosophy," Culler observes later in his book; "it
is ironic that this portrait should often be taken as a serious
expression_of Newman's positive ideal." It could not be such
an expression because becoming 'a "gentleman" according to
Newman's classic description was a necessary, but not a std.-
ficient, result for the university to strive to produce. "At this
day," Newman says in Discourse VIII, "the 'gentleman' is
the creation, not of Christianity, but of civilization."3 Only
with the "apex for [the] pyramid of education," the readiness
"to place [human] nature. fully developed fliy general edu-
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cation), at the service of God," would the pyramid be com-
pletean ideal of which "no less than the saint is the full
scope" and Saint Philip Neri the exemplar.4

For our purposes, however, Newman's portrait of the
"gentleman" is sufficient as well as necessary, although we
Shall have to return to the problem of its moral and intellec-
tual sufficiency in Chapter V. It is with that portrait that we
are concerned here; more specifically with a combined portrait
sketched by Robert Burns,' of a dog named "Caesar," whose

letter'd, braw-brass collar
Show'd him the gentkrnan an' scholar.

Beyond the satire, which is itself a healthy corrective upon
the solemnity of so much educational literature, the connec-
tion (or contradiction) between the "gentleman" (regardless
of gender) and the "scholar" (again regardless of gender) is
pertinent to our enterprise. In that quaint phrase the term
"gentleman" comes first; and it ought to, for only thaw young
men and women who rimnifest the qualities of mind and spirit
summarized in that term can countervail the impending ca-
tastrophe of the "lost generation." For scholars must ask
themselves what they, as teachers of graduate students, wish
that they and their colleagues, as teachers of undergraduates,
had given them in preparation for their graduate work.

At the head of the list, many scholars, regardless of field;
would put the ability to use the mother tongue. "And now
abideth faith, hope, and clarity; but the greatest of these is
clarity" is how some manuscripts of the English Bible read
(or, at any rate, should read). Twelve or even sixteen years of
school have all too often failed to inculcate a healthy respect
for what Winston Churchill called "the essential structure of
the normal British sentencewhich is a noble thing"; he
added that only for that failure would he "whip [students)
hard."6 When the products of schools and colleges are obliged
to assemble a sequence of "British sentences" in some logical
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order a paragraph; and a string of paragraphs into a
chaptti, and a group of chapters into a dissertation; they
must now at last begin to learn, on graduate school time, a
skill and an art chat they ought to have acquired earlier and
elsewhere. But the dissertation seems to be asking students
to learn how to build a wall when they have not yet learned
to lay brick and spread mortar; Unless the graduate schools
face this issue head-onwhich means more than blaming the
problem on the colleges, which in turn blame it on the sec-
ondary schools, which can blame it on the elementary schools;
which have no choice but to blame it on the home,7 (all by
what medieval philosophers called an "infinite regress")much
of the preparation of scholars will fail before it starts.

This implies that the universities must enforce more rig-
orously their requirement of the ability to write English as a
prciFquisite for adMission to_postbaccalaureate study; not alone
in the humanities, but in the natural sciences and the social
sciences as well (and perhaps even in the learned professions)8
More important still is the university's enforcement of stand-
ards for written work once the student has been admitted.
Long before the dissertation is due; the student must have
developed habits of carthil writing and critical editing. Sim-
ply reciting the usual litan;-; about why graduate students
(.-nd professors) cannot write is not enough; Yet many of the
universities that maintain graduate programs do have at hand
a resource for doing something about the problem. There are
few professional cadres anywhere in the university to match
the record of competence compiled by the editors on the staff
of the university press. Overworked and underpaid, it is they
who have often rescued distinguished scholars from the dis-
aster of a bad'y written bOok. It would, in the long run, save
money, not cost money, for those universities that have both
a graduate school and a press to subsidize the appointment of
additional editors at the press, so that each editor may devote
part-time attention to developing the writing skills of the
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scholars of the next generation. And those universities that
have_ only a graduate school and not a press could surely im-
provise to make free-lance editorial resources available co their
graduate students (and, if one may be permitted to whisper
it) to their Eculty.

Consideration of the mother tongue leads directly to a dis-
cussion of other languages as a component of general educa-
tion and as a requirement in graduate education. Many grad-
uate profeasors could provide anecdotes to support the experience
of one of their colleagues who; upon suggesting a scholarly
btibk in _French or German to Ph.D. candidates after they had
passed the language examinations for the degree, has watched
them "retract their 'knowledge' with an embarrassed smi1e."9
Experience suggests that in any meeting of any graduate fac-
ulty, the easiest way for a professor to precipitate a contro-
versy (or for a dean to create a diversion) is to reopen the
question of language requirements for graduate degrees. The
second edition of the familiar Livesey Guide observed in 1970
that "while the languar requirement, in its various forms,
remains a part of most Ph.D. programs," there was an "ac-
celerating" trend toward its reduction or total elimination;!°
in the third edition, five years later, the very, same words
could appear." The acceleration has continued, so that at
present we appear to be in a "minimalist" period for the
legislation of such requirements by the graduate schools
themselves, with each individual department having some-
thing of a local autonomy to determine, perhaps with some
kind of centralized review and approval, which languages, if
any, are necessary for scholarly work in its discipline. These
languages may range in number from none at all (in some of
the natural and social sciences) to as many as six or so (in
such a department as Near Eastern Languages and Litera-
tures)alrhough in the latter case it is not strictly accurate
to regard this as a conventional "language requirement," since
several of the languages are in part the subject matter of the
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field rather than simply tools by which to get at the subject
matter.

Even a scholar whose research has been shaped in its fi.m-
damentil direction by the study of both ancient and modern
languages is obliged to admit that it is possible today to do
scholarly work of high quality in certain fields without being
able to read any other language than English. One reason is
that so many of the publications are in English to begin with;
thus the director of the university presses of Norway has es-
timated that in Scandinavia most dissertations and mono-
graphs dealing with topics of broader than local interest ap-
pear in a world languageEnslish ab-ove ail, sometimes
German or French, but not Russian or Chinese,_ which, for
those preparing to I5e scholars today, must certainly qualify
as Weltsprathem In many fields such as physics, however, work
in other languages, including Russian; Chinese; and Japa-
nese, is &eing translated into English almost immediately.

A study of the history of the language requirement for the
Ph.D. leads to the strong impression that it has; in any case,
always been in the first instance a requirement for general
education rather than for scholarly competence. How, the ar-
gument runs, could one lay claim to the title of a Doctor of
Philosophy, the highest degree in the university's gift, and
be illiterate in any language of culture other than one's own?
But since humanists were compelled to grant that it did not
seem fair to make a scientist stand examination on Leopold
von Ranke or Fernand Braudel (as; of course, humanists had
taken it for granted all along that their students should not
have to be able to read Alexander von Humb-oldt or Marie
Curie), the practice evolved of permitting candidates to sub-
stitute another language for the canonical two,1 French ard
German; when it could be demonstrated that the most im-
portant scholarly literature in the field was appearing, for
example, in Russian. From this it followed irrefutably that if
a department could show that an ability to read any foreign
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language at all was no longer important for scholars in its
field; the requirement should be dropped. T&achers of mddern
languages in high school and college attribute the loss of
intellectual incentive for American students to acquire an-
other language than their own to this failure of nerve on the
part of graduate schools.

Despite occasional stirrings here and there; it does not ap-
pear likely that graduate education in the United States will
soon return to the earlier system of rigid and universal lan-
guage requirements for the Ph.a That makes it all the more
urgent to enforce explicitly the intellectual and cultural as-
sumptions that in fact were presupposed by that system. Part
of the general education of the "gentleman"_in the final dee:
ades of the twentieth century, and abbve all of the general
education of the scholar, must be a responsible acquaintance
with some other culture, past or present._ Ordinarily, though
not necessarily, this acquaintance shoUld include the use of
its language. The folklore of graduate students attests that it
was always possible to pass the language requirements for the
Ph.D. without ever having heen exposed to the culture that
speaks in that language. Conversely; it should be possible to
acquire the perspective on one's own culture that only the
study of another culture can provide without actually learning
to speak or even to read its language. And for a_general ed-
ucation; that is the least that we can require of those who
want to hecome scholars. Whether it will also be the most
that we can require would appear to depend chiefly on the
colleges_ rather _than directly on the graduate schools them-
selves. For if the language requirement (associated with the
graduate school) is in fact a pan of the general education
requirement (associated with the college), it will be up to the
college faculty to debate the desirability of the rule that the
bachelor's degree include the mastery of a fbreign language;
Members of the college faculty who are at the same time
graduate professors have a special responsibility to urse that
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the college begin to look seriously at the possibility of rein-
troducing the rule; for they have a special stake in seeing to
it that the recipients of a bachelor's degree acquire such mas-
tery;

A thorough consideration, however, must probably turn
the usual argument by humanists in support of language re-
quirements for the Ph.D. a full 180 degrees and raise a cor-
ollary issue: the place of quantitative skills in general educa-
tion. As C. P. Snow observed in his controversial comparison
of humanists and natural scientists, "the degree of incompre-
hension on both sides is the kind of joke which has gone
sour."12 Humanists, more than anyone else, ought to know
that the prescription of the content of general education has
throughout history been culturally determined. Thus Latin
was part of it in the thirteenth century and Greek became
part of it in the sixteenth centuty; _but the trivium (grammar,
rhetoric, and logic) and, no less, the quadrivium (arithmetic;
music, astronomy, and geometry) were part of it in both.
Now if the qUadrivium, with all that mathematics, had a
necessary place in the education of the "gentleman" and of
the "scholar"_in the Latin Middle Ages, the age of Albertus
Magnus and Thomas Aquinas, it should be axiomatic for both
the "gentleman" and the "scholar" that a sophisticated un-
derstanding of the twentieth century, the age of Albert Ein-
stein and_ of Whitehead _and Russell's Prinripia Mathematica,
must include some firsthand knowledge of the modality of
thought derived from mathematics.

In addition to what general education brings ro the for-
mation of the scholar as "gentleman," it can also contribute
in several important areas to the making of the scholar as
such. One such area, which we have discussed briefiy earlier,
is the undergraduate "major." At the very outset, it is essen-
tial to recognize how deeply it runs contrary to the prevailing
attitude of many graduate professorsand, consequently; to
the admissions policies of many graduate programsto urge
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that the undergraduate major should be less of a miniature
graduate pmgtam than it is; even for the undergraduate whose
formal schooling ends with the bachelor's degree. It is more
difficult still to suggest that the major should avoid becoming
an imitation of the 13t1D. in the case of the student who is
going on to graduate school. In many of the natural and soeal
sciences, and no less in areas of the humanities dealing with
large bodies of literary or historical materials or with difficult
languages, it is almost irresistible to look for those applicants
who already have a headstart in the discipline, although this
may have been at the expense of genetal educatiom Why
should the gtaduate school deny admission to students with
such a headstart in order to admit students who will have to
learn calculus or Greek after they land in graduate school?
There is no assurance that a student who has worked in other
fields will write a better dissertation than someone whose
"tunnel 7ision" has been focusing on the field since the mid-
dle teens. Word of this preference for early specialization spreads
to undergraduate campuses and then on to secondary schools,
with the restdt that some _students intent on graduate school
begin to concentrate on their chosen fields in such a way as
to become desirable applicants to PI03; programs; Thus they
are, as social scientists correctly remind us, "preselected."

Yet if the gtaduate school insists on playing it safe by
admitting students to its Ph.D. programs only from this
"preselected" company, it may thereby exclude some of those
with both "imaginativeness and a critical temper"9 who most
ought to become scholars; If there are _to be fewer Ph:D:'s in
the next generation, then let them be the ones with this
imaginativeness and critical temper. The senior year of col-
lege _itself is sometimes too eady to demand of the potential
scholar a solemn and irrevocable vow of perpetual fidelity to
one particular discipline. Therefore the case for the conven-
tional major, chosen in American colleges after the sopho-
more year (thus roughly at the same point at which the Ger=
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man Student goeS through the rite of passage from the
Gym, lasium to the university and preparation for the docto:
fate); ought to rest principally on its importance as a sum-
mation and a climaic for undergraduate study rather than, as
it often does now, on the foundation it supposedly lays for
gia.dtiate Study. It is possibleand urgently necessaryas
part of any fundamental review of undergraduate education to
make a case for the major as a needed focus for the learning
of the crillege yeafs; brit as a preparation for advanced study,
the major is at bett ambiguouS.

One reason for the ambiguity is the well-known phenom-
enon of the increasingly interdisciplinary character of schol-
arly research. A direct educational corollary of this phenom-
enon is the suggestion that the best undergraduate major may
Well be the other partner in the interdisciplinary conversation
rather than the partner in which one proposes to concentrate
in graduate school. Such a suggestion applies, obviously, in
the natural scienceS, where scholars are frequently being ap-
pointed today to fields that Cid not even exist when they were
taking their Ph.D.'s. If graduate education is to be in the
position bf the quarterback=defined by one of its outstand-
ing practitioners as "having to throw the ball to where the
feceiVer ain't"an interdisciplinary major may be the_ only
way to prepare the young scientist. But it may be useful to
consider the appropriateness of the interdisciplinary major in
the hurint.iiiies as Wdl. If; for example; the Department of
Enslish, facing the crisis we have outlined in Chapter IL con-
cludes that for the shrinking number of places in its Ph.D.
prograM it should accept only appli,:ants whose undergradu-
ate programs have been a clear anticipation of graduate study
in the Department of English, it might deny admission to
Some of the Very students it ought most to be seeking out.
Until well into the nineteenth century, after all, most of the
authors with whom a graduate program in English deals were,
as we would say in the modern college, "Classics majors,"
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not English majors at all: many of them probably knew Viigil
and _Homer bettet than they knew Beowulf and Chaucer, or
the King James Bible better than its contemporary, the plays
of Shakespeare. Yet it does not seem unlikely that by how We
may have some scholarS4n=training in English whose first in=
MAU-akin tO "Odysseus of many wiles" has been James Joyce
rather than the Odyssey and who read Paiadise Lost before they
had ever tead the Botik Of Genesis. Surely it is necessary to
ask: What would happen if someone were to admit to the
study of Milton and Shelley a substantial group of students
whose Undergraduate education parallels that of Milton and
Shelley?

Yet there is need tó be even more experimental than that,
for mOdern study Of human experience has opened up re-_
sources that may provide new entree to_the understanding of
many questions of research in many fields. As the dominant
figure in that Study reached over from the School of Medicine
to the Department of Classics fOr the key paradigni of hiS
insight into the structure and development of the human per=

SO tiOW, by scholarly reciprocity, research into lit-
erature draws upon Freudian insights and categories. Seniot
scholars in literature, niany of whom brought from their col=
lege and graduate education little or no previous knowledge
even of elementary piyChoanalysis (presumably becaUse they
were obliged by their mentors to become English majors), are
nOW lequiring such knowledge as part of their "retooling";
and they are looking for griduate students_who have had the
foresight to acquire SoMe of it in college. Hence it may well
be that the tortoise who has spent the college years acquiring
a general education will (and should) beat out the hate Who
specialized tob Sobn. These resources lead in other directions
as well. Economists !last_ sometimes seemed co proceed as
though the rational niodelS they construct had an Atcertaina=
ble counterpart in the world of the competitive market, where
it is often not reason, but the hopes and fears of peoPle that
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determine their chOices. It would be a deprivation of reseatch
in economics or political ttietice if it could not draw some
stndents whose undergraduate work lay in psychology and the
other behavioral scienCet. Or, to rnove to the opposite direc=
tion, scholarship in political ttiente might well be enriched
by an occasional student who had concentrated principally on
Mackq5 and Julius Caesai

It would be quixotic to expect the admissions committees
of graduate departments to cross ancestral boundaries in search
of that one special undergradnite Who has come the long way
around; for they would fear, and rightly to, that while the
net might snare an occasional genius, it would certainly bring
up an entire shoal of diletantes. Nor it the permance record
of interdisciplinary graduate programt at reassuring on this
score as one might wish, since_ so many of them seem to
proceed on the equation: "Ati M.A. knowledge of one field
+ an M.A. knowledge of anothet field a Ph.D. knowl-
edge of the interrelation between those two fields." And
therefore it is hecessary tO atk: Does not the graduate dean
have the opportunity, and hence the obligation, to urge col-
leaguzsperhaps even to bribe theminto a more creative
admissions policy? An undergraduate de-an is, in effect, chair-
man of an ongoing curriculum committee, while in the grad-
uate school the departments Carry this function; but at the
stage of admissions, when the graduate dean does hold at leas
some of the purse strings, there is a moment to strike a blow
for iinagination and even for

There may be a compromise that is intellectually and fv-
litically preferable both to the present departmental rigidity
and to an admissions poliCY based on the_ inscription of the
Statue of Liberty. That is the plan for a diVisional admission
to graduate -school, together with its counterpart, a divisional
majo,- in the college. At the present time, it would_appear
that the area most ready for afiy tuch proposal is the biolog-
ical sciences. Typically, an undergraduate intent on scholarly
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research in this area (when, and if, such a student ha.s decided
on science in preference to the practice of medicine) has no
clear conceptiOn of the graduate options that may be available
at various universities. In one way or another, biotheMistry
will often be suth a StUdent's field of interest, or cell biology,
or perhaps neurobiology, which,_ as one scientist in the area
acknowledges in a recent &kik, iS "a field that is new, mul=
tidisciplinary, and Without boundaries."14 Each of these new
fields is an object of research in several of the departments in
the division of the biOlogiCal SCiences. In recognition of this
situation, it hat betome possible to offer divisional admission
to students in M.D.-Ph.D; programs, who do not have to
decide until after their_ fii.st year which department is to be
their graduate home. There is, jn principle, no reason why
such divisional admission should not be extended to all stü :.
dents in the biologiCal Sciences; and then to at least some of
the physical StienceS, where, for example, the_departments of
astronomy and physics are; at Many universities, prepared to
go ahead With it ithrriediately; for a field such as relativistic
asttophySicS, the universe has become a giant laboratory, and
who is to say whether a_sCientist working in that labOratory
is an astronomer or a physicist? Indeed, why would such a
question be very imgortant? The situation in the social sci-

ences will be more difficult, as one might expect, although
the achieVethentS of Stich a field as social psychology in the
days of George Herbert Mead half a century ago" give evi-
dence of what a divisional apPeciach to the social sciencet might
be able to accomplith again. In the humanities, as mentioned
earlier, it would be necessary to move one step at a time
toward a PoliCy of diiiiSional admission, but some eVidence Of
courage by both deanS and professors could make an imp6r-
cant difference.

Any such policy aimed at the relaxation of statutory re=
quirernents fOr admission to graduate study would, in turn;
have far-reaching implications for the idea of graduate edu-
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cation. The reettiarient of graduate students Would Seek fOr
those who have derived from their college years as much as
they need for Specialized graduate scholarshipno less, but
not necessarily any more. It would recognize as well that in
any graduate program the student's lack of preparation in the
graduate discipline is easier to repair than is a neglect of
general education. And graduate programs would let it be
known that they are hospitable to a select numl5er of appli-
cants whose general edutation is in better condition than:is
their specialized preparation. The appropriate response of the
colleges to any such change of policy in the direction of di-
visional admission WOuld appear to be the creation of more
divisional majors. Any undergraduate major should provide
the oppoitunity fbi disciplined research, to give the student
a taste of participating in the expansion of scholarship rather
than merely receiving the results of such expansion; for_ in
many ways the :irocess is more important than the results.
But a major that would bteak Out of departmental boundaries
Might Often do this better than the conventional departmen-
tal major does, While being at the same time more integrally
related to the goal of general educatiOn. Such a broadening
cif the Undergraduate major would also be of service to those
college_ st!Ideins Who do not go on to professional school or
graduate school, for it wOuld giVe them a more compieheri-
sive Sense_ of human knowledge and experience, one that would
fit them fOr a life rather than_a livelihood;

Many of the issues raised here inirtilve the undergraduate
mission of the college no less than the research mission of the
graduate schocil. BUt if, ars noted earlier, the graduate school
has had thrust upon it the crutial rOle of custodian of schol-
arly Cluality and guardian_ of specialized excellence, its accept-
ance of the thesis that the products_of the college must be
"gentlemen" as well as "scholars" will go a long way toward
liberating the teachers of undergraduates (including those who
are at the same time research stholars) from the onus of hav-
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ing to replicate, or even anticipate, the Ph.D. cutriculum in
the college: There is considerable reason to believe that what
holds undergraduate deans and undergraduate faculties back
from a more imaginative reconstruction of their curriculum is
the kat that it would put their products at a disadvantage in
application to graduate school; and th.:'t the retrenchments at
the graduate level today are making them even more conser-
vative. Therefbre, an aggressive_ policy by those charged with
graduate iresponsibility may well open the way to a redefini-
tion of the idea of the university that will strengthen both
the general education in the college and the Preparation of
scholars in the graduate school.
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Iv
KNOWLEDGE OR

PROFESSIONAL SKILL?

HE DREARY FUTURE OF a "lost generation of scholars,"
as discussed in Chapter II, has expressed itself the most
dramatically in the emigration of scholars into profes-

sional school, sometimes instead of graduate school, some-
times after graduate school and a tria! stint of college teach-
ing; The deans of several medical schools have reported that
it would be possible to fill the entering classes of their schools
with applicants who already have a Ph.11and in the bio-
logical sciences at that

That pattern of emigration alone would justify an exami-
nation of the other half of the problem of "balance;7 namely;
the similarities and differences between the kind of scholarly
"knowledge" represented by the arts and sciences, specifically
by the graduate school of arts and sciences; and the "profes-
sional skill" inculcated by professional schools (which in the
present-day setting usually means schools of law, medicine,
and business). ' An wdditional Ector; however; is the discovery
that the content of the research sponsored by the graduate
school and the subject matter of the training offered by the
professional schoo! ow dap considerably, and will do so in-
creasingly. The dis..cvery may come as something of a sur-
prise on both sides, for this intellectual and scholarly overlap-
ping is_ not currently being reflected in a corresponding
integration_ of_ academic activities. The distinctive needs of
professional schools deserve, and require, more attention in
their own right thaL we are able to give them in the present
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essay. But j. fissional schools and graduate schools do have
much in comiin, including their dependence on the colleges
for the general_ education upon which their training must build:

For an analysis of the relation between "knowledge" and
"professional skill," as for an examination of general educa-
tion, it is once again Newman's idea of a University that con-
tains the classic presentation of the subject: Discourse VII in
the present ffirm of the book; originally numbered "VI," takes
up, to use the original formulation, "Philosophical Knowl-
edge in Relation to Professional," which finally became what
we now have as "Knowledge_ and Professional Skill."2 It must
be acknowledged that, even in its revised form; Discourse VII
is quite disappointing. It is poorly organized, principally be-
cause it is so heavily polemical and because the author has
fallen into the familiar rhetorical trap of_permitting the po-
sition he is attacking to determine not only the ground of the
battle, but the very outline of the discussion:3 During 1808
and 1809, the Edinburgh Review had published three articles
critical of university education at Oxford and Cambridge on
the grounds of its lack of practical significance; and it hal
proposed as an antidote the utilitarian reconstruction of in-
stitutions of higher learning. These articles evoked a defensive
response from Edward Copieston, Fellow of Oriel College and
Newman's mentor, under the title Reply to the Calumnies of the
"Edinburgh Review;" published in 1810. Soon there appeared
the following bit of doggerei:4

Since the cold cutting gibes of that Northern Review
Have tormented and teased Uncle Toby and you,
I'm exceedingly happy in sending you down
A defence, which is making much noise in town,
Of all our old learning and fame immemorial
Which is said to bi writ by a Fellow of Oriel.

Newman's chapter is a replay of that controversyruns,
hits, and errors. But whenever he does achieve some objectiv-
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iry by disentangling his exposition from the acrimony of the
dispute, he succeeds in setting forth several cogent points.
The heart of his argument is a distinction between the kind
of pc `-essional training that would be offered independently
of a university and the kind that would be proper in a uni=
versity setting:5

There will be this distinction as regards a Professor of
Law, or of Medicine, or of Geology, or of Political Econ-
omy, in a University and out of it, that out of a Uni-
versity he is in danger of being absorbed and narrowed
by his pursuit; and of giving Lectures which _are the
Lectures of nothing more than a lawyer, physician, ge-
ologist, or political economist; whereas in a University
he will just know where he and his science stand; he has
come to it, as it were, from a height, he has taken a
survey of all knowledge, he is kept from extravagance
by the very rivalry of other studies, he has gained from
them a special illumination and largeness of mind and
freedom and self-possession, and he treats his own in
consequence with a philosophy and a resource; which
belongs not to the study itself, but to his liberal education.

That statement of the distinction between professional ed-
ucation inside_ and outside a university rests on the even more
fundamental distinction between liberal education and profes-
sional skill, as the dosing words of the quotation and the
title of the Discourse indicate. In Newman's mind, "a liberal
education is truly and fully a useful, though it be not a
professional, education," mewling by "useful" here that which
"tends to gotd, or is the instniment of gnod."6 His reference
to education as an "instrument of good" raises the question
of the moral dimension in education; to which we must turn
in the next chapter. But when applied to the issues with
which this chapter and the preceding one are concerned, the
case for liberal education that Newman was advancing was
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based on the assumption that only the person who is reflective
both about the tasks of a profession and about its intellectual
presuppositions and its philosophical implications should be
trusted with the practice of that profession. Whatever may he
the_rase with an individual practitioner; a professional school
within a university must, in Newman's eyes, be committed
to such an assumption. Newman was, in effect, raising the
question for any university; then or now: Are the professional
schools in the university and y" the university, or only at the
university? And if they were not there, would anyonein the
professional school itself or in the faculty of arts and sci-
encesnotice the difference?

Yet in the present state of the university it is impossible
for us to a.dopt Newman's distinction in its entirety, because
of several fundamental differences between what he describes
in The idea of a University and our situation. One such differ-
ence is that Newman did not pay attention here to the role
of research in the work of the professor in a professional school;
but in many university professional schools today the demand
for research as a condition of the appointment and promotion
of faculty is at least as rigorous as it is in the arts and sciences,
and sometimes it is more rigorous: The reason for this lack
in Newman's perspective, as noted already in Chapter I; is
that Newman did not pay much attention to research by pro-
fessors in the faculty of arts and sciences; either. In Discourse
IV he protested against the dangers of specialization "in mat-
ters of research and speculation." For him a specialist was, he
said, "a man of one idea; which properly means a man of one
science."7 On the other hand, he did provide "a most signif-
icant corrective to the Dublin Discourses"8 in another btok,
entitled My Campaign in Ireland; as well as in the concrete
organization of his new Irish University. And, particularly ia
medicine, he did place an emphasis on original research also
by professors in professional schools, despite the inadequat
of The Idea of a University on this issue.9
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Newman's disparagement of professional preparation as
somehow "illiberal" is, however, 'deficient as well in its failure
to recognize the liberal learning that can go on in the class-
rooms and studies of a professional school. For the profes-
sional school must not be permitted to concentrate only on
inculcating the skills of the profession, much less the tricks
Of the trade; nor may it simply summarize and transmit the
present state of the art 2a this is understood by its professional
guild. As this is true of a professional school that stands on
its own feet, so it applies a fortiori to the professional school
within the university% Nevertheless, there is a fundamental
paradox in the situation. Because, in Whitehead's epigram,
necessary technical excellence can only be acquired by a

training which is apt to damage those energies of mind which
shôüld direct the technical skill," the professional schools of
a university should, in preparing students for a career, devote
themselves to "promoting the imaginative consideration of
the various general principles underlying that career."° It is
in recognition of this distinctive function that Edward H.
Levi has stated that, "viewed in terms of its larger responsi-
bilities, the professional school inherits and exemplifies much
of the disappearing tradition of the liberal arts college.""
Particularly because, as we have seen, the direction of the
intellectual interest within the faculty of arts and sciences
tends to be dictated by the issues that are, at the moment,
dominating scholarly research in various fields, it has some-
times been the professional school that has counterbalanced
such scholarly overemphasis by keeping alive both study and
teaching in other vital areas that do not happen just now to
be on the research frontier.

A good example is the situation on_ the border between
medicine and the biological sciences, where, as we have had
occasion to point out several times, many of the most intrigu-
ing problems of the relation between graduate education and
other parts of the university arise. Graduate programs in bio=
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chemistry continue to be based in medical and dental schools
as well as in faculties of arts and sciences, even though, by
the most recent count; the latter arrangement is more prev-
alent than the former. 12 The explosion of fundamental discov-
eries in microbiology and bixhemistry during the last gen-
eration has tended to overshadow what is sometimes called,
with a slightly patronizing tone, "classical biology," the study
of whole organisms, of their structure and behavior. That
includes the study of the organism we know best; or certainly
care most about, whose gross anatomy is now being taught,
at some medical schools, not any longer by the scientists in
the Department of Anatomy, but by the practitioners in the
Department of Surgery.

Within the total structure of the university, such a distri-
bution of responsibilities may prove to be ultimately unac-
ceptable. For nor coincidentally, it is often the study of whole
organisms that contributes most to liberal learning, as dis-
tinct from specialization, in the biological sciences; particu-
larly for those undergraduates whose concentration falls into
other fields; If; therefore, the faculty of a professional school
are to see themselves as belonging to the university as a tor il
entity, not simply :o one fiefdom among many, there must
be a way to involve them in the total enterprise. The inde-
pendent source of fimding for medical fa,:ulty, which aca-
demic administrators have welcomed for short-range reasons
because it relieves them of paying the bills of the medical
school, is a national policy that has proved to be deleterious
in many ways; for it can deprive the university and its re-
sponsible officers of the "handle" they need to make the med-
ical faculty recognize that they belong to the university. It
is; after all, the university that gives all professors, even pro-
fessors of medicine; their tenure; and it is the university, not
the recipient of any individual grant, that admits students to
graduate school. Reluctant though some medical school pro-
fessors (and other grant recipients) may be to accept this real-
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ity, there are ways for the officers of the university, including
the graduate dean; to remind them of the way things are.
One such way, certainly extreme but occasionally necessary,
might be for the graduate dean to turn off admissions fort a
year until everyone in a particular department recognizes the
facts. Short of such extreme measures, the president of the
university must find ways to make it clear that there is not
one president for the arts and sciences; and another for med-
icine and the professional schools; but that the teaching and
research of those schools is taking place within the one uni-
versity over which this one president presides.

An authentic and meaningful "balance" would seem to de-
mand some basic reorganization of the structure of the uni-
versity It would call for the three modalities of university
educationundergraduate, graduate, and professiona!to be
related to one another on a divisional basis; through faculty
appointments and through programs of instruction and re-
search, with each professional school related symbiotically tc
one (or more) of the divisions. There does not appear to be

any reason; except for the powerful reason of academic inertia,
why such a rearrangement is impossible. The biological sci-
ences today are a special _case; as we have suggested several
times. At several universities, where the department of bio-
chemistiy is located partly or even entirely in the school of
medicine; that department nevertheless has responsibility not
only for equipping physicians in the scientific fundamentals
of their professicn and also for the training of scientists at the
Ph:D: level; but for undergraduate_instruction in the field.
Some such threefold structure would protect hoth research
and teaching against sterility, as Abraham Flexner already
saw when he urged that "anatomy and physiology, [as) ulti-
mately biological sciences," cotild he "properly cultivated only
in the university in their entirety and in close association with
contiguous, contributory, or overlapping seienees."13 On the
other hand, academic history has repeatedly confirmed
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FL Richard Niebuhr's warning al5out professional schools
that "proximity to a university, even organizational connec-
tion with one, does not guarantee that this interchange will
take place.""

Nth* even more fundamentally, the scholarly research of
the graduate school is enriched by the presence of prokssional
schools in the same university. For a professional school can
play_ a Mediating '; by _bringing into the life and thought
of the univertity the problems that arise in its Professiom
Most of these problems will have Ail intellectual affinity with
queStions that are being addressed by the research and teach=
ing of the college and the graduate school. Where there is no
such intellectual affinity, that lack may itself be the object of
significant inquiry, which can contribute to a reconsideration
of what is going on in various locations. In addition, if the
giaduate school does not have a continuing association, and a
continuing rivalry, with those portions of the university that
are devoted to the preparation of postbaccalaureate students
fot the professions as well as for scholarly research, there is a
danger Of miSunderstanding, or even of distorting, the_ total
mission of the university For then the graduate school *ill
be engaged in answering questions that no one is asking any
more.

_Historically, the intellectual dominance of the graduate
school in the modern American universitywhich, as Chap-
ter I has nOted, iS a phenomenon of this century"has its
counterpart in the dominance of the professional schools at
&a.iliet stages Of the history of the university. Thus Francis
Bacon complained: "Amongst so many great foundations of
colleges in Europe, I find strange that they are all dedicated
to professions; and none left free to arts and sciences at large. "16
And it is instructive to remember that one of the seminal
statements of the twentieth century ih America on university
education, Alfred North Whitehead's essay on "Universities
and their Function," now included as a central chapter in his
Ainu of Education, was originally prepared as a dedicatory lec-
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ture for the opening of the Harvard Business School in 1928.
In it Whitehead observes, with historical accuracy as Well aS
educational sagacity; "At no thne have universities been re:
stritted to pure abstract learning. . . . The jdstificadon for_a
university is that it preserves the connection between kno*1-,
edge and the zest of life, by uniting the puns and the old
in the imaginative consideration of learhirig."" In the words
of an axiom from the fourth-century church father; Gregory
of Nazianzus; whom Newman the scholar admired both for
his "diversified accomplishments" and for the "fefineMent of
his character;98 "practice is the basis of theory."9

A diScUsSion of these issues at any university will inevitably
lead to the question: If indeed (as we have been aigning from
the very beginning of this essay) "scholarly research defineS
the hattit Of the university," which professional schools are
compatible with that definition of the university, and, then
more specifically; which belong in this or that particular uni-
verSity? The Obvious negative answer is: not necessarily the
several professional schools that the accidents Of hiStory haVe
deposited there; And the positive (and more problematical)
corollary woUld be: those professional schools that can be
"liberal" (in the sense in which we have been using the terin)
and that can therefore contribute to, and benefit from, the
treatment of their subject matter in the scholarly research that
defines the university in its graduate and undergraduate col-
leges. For any university that is heavily committed to profes=
siohal education, a review of this sort would seeM to be very
high on the list of priorities. Yet only a few officers of Only
a few universities appear to have summoned the courage to
ask about what may be called (with apologies to Hans Chris-
tian Andersen)_"the emperor's old clothes." Those will not be
the same for all universities; As Newman already discovered,
the organization into four faculties inherited from the medi-
eval universityphilosophy, law, medicine, and divinity=
did not suit the needs of his time.2°

Most of the growth of the modern university has been in
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what the medieval university knew as the "philosophical fac-
ility," of which the graduate school is the heir (hence the
nomenclature "Doctor of Philosophy"). The growth of the
Facuhy of medidne in the modern university has been, in
effect, an expansion of scientific research into human biology,
which, regardless of where it may be situated geographically
or administratively within the university, is intellectually the
province of the graduate school of arts and sciences in the
biological sciences as a whole. Meanwhile; not only have new
sciences come into being; so have new professions, and new
professional schools.21 What Newman spoke of as "political
economy"22 has now become not only political science and
economics--departments which, despite their kinship, have,
for reasons known best to them, elected to go their separate
waysbut also, and perhaps especially; business administra-
tion. Thus the decision about which professional schools be-
long in a particular university depends on a clear assessment
of what the needs are; but also iof what that university, spe-
cifically in its graduate scholarship, does best. One meth6d,
a bit drastic perhaps but effective in its impact, would be to
put the question: "If the _bubonic plague were to strike this
university tonight and wipe out the entire faculty (save fOr
me and 0,ee and the endowment), would we, after burying
our dead; proceed to replkate All the hundreds of undergrad-
uate courses and the fifty graduate programs and the dozen
or so professional schools that happen to be here now?" And
if the answer is obviously in the negative, then we must re-
alize that, in a far less drastic and dramatic (and Also far less
convenient) way, this is precisely what every university is
doing now; one faculty appointment at_ a time.

Although it is in many ways a well-kept secret, there is
within all universities a considerable amount of such joint
exploration going on in various of the fields of the arts and
sciences that abut the curricula of various professional schools.
Yet there remains, for example; "a great gaff fixed" at many
universities between the law school faculty and the graate
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Schick)] faculty, demonstratiog that Niebuhr's reminder does
not apply only to divinity schools. The fault seems to lie on
both sides. While Rbbert Stevens foresaw in 1970 the emer7
gence of some schools of law where "research . uses and
teaches law in the frameWork of the social sciences and hu:
manities,"23 that frameWork does not seem to become explicit
very often. Yet, whenever a verdict of "not guilty_by reason
of insanity" at some trial provokes widespread public diScuS=
Sitin of the Sci=called McNaghten Rules of 1843, it becomes
clear that neither criminal law nor abnormal psychology nor
clinical psychiatry can resolve such theoretical and practical
issues in scholarly isolation from one another.

A less controversial problem politically; but sae that is
intellectually no !ess provocative, is legal hermeneutics. Jur=
isprudence shares with literary_ criticism, with theology, and
with other disciplines the task of trying to make senSe Of
ancient texts in a manner that combines historical honesty
with contempzirary understanding. Yet even though each of
these disciplines has long- attempted to perform thiS task by
reference to philoSophical categories, and even though all of
them ate now- attempting to come to terms with psycholog-
ical categories, there has been remarkably little joint reSearch
into the SithilaritieS and differences between them. Perhaps
those professors, whatever their individual discipline may be,
who recognize the need for cooperation should announce that
they will designate certain slots in their programs for gradu-
ate students who are prepared to cope with source materials
of their disciPline in this combined manner.

The teriiciri betWeen research "knowledge" and training for
"professional skill" becomes particularly acute when we turn
to those professions that deal in one way or another With
healingmedicine and dentistry, nursing, religious minis-
try, social work, and others. Development by the federal gov-
ernment of "capitation giaries" to tie the amount of support
of medical research to the production of professionals who will
offer "primary health care" is the most highly publiciied at-
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ternpt to deal ;with that tension. Older "training grants" for
graduate students in the medically related biological sciences
were in many instances replaced by "national research Service
a*atds," riroViding for a "payback" in _the form_ of service
after graduation. Such governmental decisions haVe their
counterpart in legislation by various churches to keep the
teachiog of atademic theology in their seminaries more closely
related to the preparation of parish clergy. While theté iS
undoubtedly an eleffient of anti-intellectualism in many reg-
ulations of this sort, they also express a serious recognition of
the legitimate claims of a profession and of its cOh§thmehck
oh the educational institutions charged with a responsibility
for preparifig practitioners, even in a univthity whose very
definition of scholarship has been prescribed by the graduate
school.

Newman's dichotomy between "knowledge" and "profes-
sional skill," whatever its validity may be in either direction,
callt AtthhtiOri to the deeper meaning of "profession" as techne,
in the way that the educational ideal of the Greeks Understood
it. As Werner Jaeger defines it, "techne differs from theoria
cpure knowledge') by being always connected with practice,"
but it "connotes the practice of a vocation or profession based
not merely on routine experience but on general rules and
fiked knoNVIedge."24 It must be recognized; moreover, that
the disciplines of the arts and sciences are themselVes techriai
in this sense and are becoming increasirsly so. As Roi5ert
Mlynard Hutchins said in his inaugural address in 1929, "The
graduate schools of arts, literature, and s 6 ire; of caufse,
in large part professional schools";25 t1 odern Languagt
Association and the American Historical Association some7
times call themselves "professional societies" as well aS "learned
SOcieties." Thus the dichotomy that Newman took for granted
in the title of Discourse VII of The Idea ofa University contin-
ues to require fundamental reconsideration on all sides.
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BEYOND COMPETENCE:
INTEGRITY?

HE ESSENTIAL GOAL OF graduate education is compe-
tence in research and scholarship: Generations of grad-
uate students have had to discover over and over that

they were expected to sacrifice everything else to that goal
financial security; social life; even personal fulfillment. Every-
thing else that the graduate school of a university does must
likewise be subordinate to the demands of scholarship. Dif-
ficult though it may be to say so in the face of an oversupply
of Ph.D.'s, even the training of college teachers must take
second place to this cask. It is, moreover, as we have seen in
Chapter _I; part of the primary vocation of the graduate schoc'.
to uphold the standard of competence in scholarly research
(howsoever defined) for the rest of the university. Recognition
of that vocation has led in many universities to the designa-
tion of the dean of the graduate school as an ex officio mem-
ber, or even as chairman, of the faculty committee on ap-
pointments and promotions; so that no one is appointed to_a
faculty position, junior or senior, in the undergraduate col-
lege or in any of the professional schools of the _university
without at least some consideration of the credentials of schol-
arship as evidenced in work that has been reviewed by peers
in the field elsewhere.

This was the scholarly ideal embodied in, among others,
Adolf von Harnack, "the bearer of German scholarship," for
whom, as one of his admirers; Nathan Soderblom of Sweden
(himself a Nobel laureate), put it in a formula, rcnolarship
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VMS "a higher form of life itself, not simply a way to
"' Nevertheless, in 1914 this prince among scholars;

hiinSelf the director of the Prussian Royal Librarywith hiS
international, indeed cosmopolitan network of friends, col-
leagues; and former studentswas able to join &het Geinian
intellectuals in_ issuing a public statement of support for the
"Ideas of 1914," defining as purely defensive the German
invasion of Belgium, when the great library of the University
6r LOuvain was destroyed by fire.2 Shocking as such scholarly
blindness during World War I may seern, it fades into insig-
iiifiCance befOre the events of World War II and their ,ignif-
icance for the moral status of scholarship. As an earlier Car=
negie Essay has summarized that significance, "World War
II had been a profound intellectual and spiritual Shock to
many academics. Germany, that great center of scholarship,
had spawned the barbarities of Nazism. Birchen-wald and
Auschwitz seemed to mock decades of lofty rhetoric about
education's ennobling and civilizing power."'

A recent scholarly monograph has examined this crisis as
it affected one scientific cohort, the German community of
physicists.. The ideology of National Socialism concocted its
own definition of what scholarship, in science no less thin in
the humanities; was to mean in the New Order; it WaS for-
mulated in all its crude simplicity by Philipp _Lenard: "In
reality scholarshiplike everything else brought forth by
menis conditioned by race and blood."' Thus the univertity
culture that had developed the Ph.D. and _had defined its
standards for America and for the entire scholarly world °nee
again capitulated to a political regime which most scholarS,
including those Who elected :o stay in Germany; found mor-
ally repugnant. Of the Germ ar. i.cholars who emigrated in the
1930s, a large number, Perhaps even a majority, had ances=
tors or spouses not acceptable to Nazi rarcisni:5 Of those who
did not emigrate; some preferred to remain and to voice their
proteSt from within the university system, and others voiced
no protest at all.
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American scholars may be tempted t.) fee/ :,:-.4f-righteous by
contrast; for on many of the _rnos r. notori6os political (and
moral) issues of the past several decades -w.nbolized by such
cOde names as "McCarthyism," "V=ztilam," and "Water.:
gate"a majority of the Americans who hold the Ph.D. were
probably on the "right" side. Yet some conservative critics of
the academy do put the question of how much of this moral
stance was due to the political atmosphere and to the liberal
political orientation of so many Atherican professors, who found
it natural to oppose these three political phenomena on polit-
ical grounds; and therefore how they would have responded
(or did respond) to the moral implications of a political po-
sition near the other end of the ideological spectrum. Such a
criticism is in many ways quite unfair, for it overlooks the
storm of indignation among American academic liberals over
the revelations of the atrocities perpetrated in the Stalinist
era; nevertheless; it does raise, for "conservatives" no less than
fOr "lil:erals," some profound and disturbing questions about
the relation between political, intellectual; and moral values:

Although this essay has been affirming the definition of the
Ph.D. as the recognition of no more and no less than schol-
arly competence, it does seem clear that in the understanding
of the moral responsibility of the scholar it is necessary to go
beyond competence, as well as beyond politics, to those qual-
ities of mind and spirit that form character and conscience
and that shay,. integrity. The relation between competence
and integrity was a problem over which Newman anguished
in his educational and theological thought:6 "The scorn and
hatred which a cultivated_ mind feels for some kinds of vice,
and the utt,!r disgust and profound humiliation which may
come over it, if it should happen in any degree to be betrayed
into them" were, he said, "in a certa::; sense true," though
"essentially superficial" because they did not involve the full
nature of conscience.7 On the assumption of a certain philo-
sophical continuity between the moral virtues and the schol=
arly and intellectual virtues represented by the Ph.D., the
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mores and traditions of scholarship have been based on a def-
inition of integrity and character of which the "gentleman,"
as discussed in Chapter III, has been the epitome. It was,
quite simply, unacceptable morally to cheat or to exploit or
to Pike unfair advantage:.

A test case of the problem is scholarly ambition: As Harriet
Zuckerman's investigations document, it has been the ambi-
tion for recognition or for knowledge or for power that has
carried many scholars from conventional to distinguishe.d per-
formance in research.8 Yet from their own experience most
scientists and scholars would be able to provide anecdotal
evidence of a scholarly ambition that has gone beyond ac-
ceptable boundaries. The moral line is not easy to draw, but
it is not impossible to draw; either. And unlecs scholars rec-
ognize that such a moral line must be drawn., they betray a
sa7red_ trust by failing to identify the ultint-,.. implications
of their own standards for the research in whk`l they engage,
whether a.; junior or as senior investigatots. Whether or not
it was_ valid An the past to take these standards rix granter'
something that a "gentleman" understood inv .5,c6ve-, the
scholarly community has been gradually faro 0- itself a_ Face
the conclusion that we must now begin to ,-1.4;=e them ex-
plicit.

It would be a grave mistake to treat all ot Lnis as merely
the academic equivalent of the rules of boyl:ng laid down by
the Eighth Marquess of Queensbury or ta dism;ss anything
other than a t- Jlogical definition of conscience as no more
than a ma.-.1er of taste, as Newman did. What is at stake here
is more than sportsmanship or etiquette; also more than the-
ology or politics. It is the philosophical and pedagogical
question of whether graduate education, in its relentless ded=
ication to scholarly success, needs to define its goals with

eater v.:btlety and profundity, so as to go beyond compe:
tence to integrity. The truth underlying the old chestnut among
undergraduates about the honor system, that the professors
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have the honor and the students have the system," has led to
specific regulations governing the taking of examinations and
the use of outside "help" in the preparation of undergraduate
papers. College and university libraries everywhere have had
to install technologically sophisticated alarm systems, at gieat
expense; and to post notices that the theft of library materials
makes the culprit ih1e to expulsion. _It has become increas-
ingly obvious that ci., graduate school, no:less than the col-
lege or the library, no longer has the right (if, indeed, it ever
did have the right) to presuppose that its faculty and students
will bring with them a moral sense about the integrity of
research as (to borrow ia phrase from industry) "standard
equipment,: not: optional at extra cost." The moral sense is
not optional, but it does come at exti..t cost. And it is a cost
that we must simply be willing to payor clse.

The guidelines regulating experimentation with human
sut*ects illustrate many of the issues.9 Scholars had often de-
fined thc purpose of research as the single-minded pursuit of
truth at any, or almost any, price. But during the twentieth
centurypartly, it is obvious, as a consequence of the Hol-
ocaust,") but also as a consequer -e of more general reflec-
tionit has become clear that such a definition is hoth sim-
plistic and dangerous, leading as it potentially does, for
example; to the torture or the pharmacological manipulation
of witnesses in order to obtain an abstract "truth." It would
be reassuring if one could honestly say that the pressure to
clarify and to ienforce the standards for experiments with hu-
man subjects has originated within the universities and other
research communities themselves. In fact, however, this pres-
sure, like the demand that the universities take concrete steps
to achieve greater justice in their policies of admission and
appointment; has often had to come from the outside, usually
from government. At the same time; the bureaucratic appli-
cation (which, irresisti.,ly, comes to be called "impl, menta-
tion") of these moral concerns creates its own set of prob-
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lernsadministrative, financial, and scholarly. It is undeniable,
moreover, that such problems have deterred scientists from
undertaking lines of investigation that have great potential
for good. This is the source of the moral dilemma in which
many serious investigators are caught.

In the context of the history of ideas; it is instructive to
see the role played in any such discussion of experimentation
with human subjects by prior assumptions on the part of
scientists and scholars out the worth of the person. In the
:Judeo-Christian tradition, the term "created in the image of
God" continues to &Erie the value inhering in an individual,
including the individual who is to become a participant in an
experiment. But those who are not (or are no longer) prepared
to be so explicit in the price tag they put on a human being
often express an estimate of the inviolability of another self
that causes. 111,.:m to be extremely cautious about the right
they v. ,e to a researcher to tamper with the self. No
scholar vcu, presumably, be prepared to demean human
subjec., the status of "mere research objects." Thus the
enterprise_ of defining procedures for protecting the rights of
human subjects, whether in the medical-biological sciences or
in the behavioral sciences, Pr tthasizes , negatively, the inad-
equacy of remaining with 'competence" as the sole definition
of scholarly achievement ar...s, fP , the n.Td to spell out
what scholarly "integrity" met..T.

The programmatic implicatioDN any such recognition are
quite another matter. The same experience of scholarship un-
der Nui or Communist tyranny to which we owe our height-
ened awareness ot the moral problem of scholarly integrity
aiso sho 'w.. how potentially dangerous it would be for the
university to create academic star chambers that would im-
pose other critelrla thi schol 'y criteria for research by re-
quiring of candidates fur the Ph.D. degree a moral accounting
of how they propose to use their degrees. On the contrary,
we must, if anything, enforce even more strictly the defini-
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tion of competence as the essential content of the doctorate.
For it does seem clear that one of the reasons there are more
Ph,D,'s than there should be has been the relaxation of the
definition; and; conversely, one _part (though not the only
part) of the antidote is the insistence that; upon admission
and at every stage of the student's career, there be a rigorous
review, to be sure that only those who are truly competent
reach the finish line.

Yet, there is no ducking the issue of integrity in scholarly
and scientific research." For, in the words of an essay entitled
"College Education and Moral Character" by Nathan M: Pusey;
!'the standatds of the scholar; the mature scholar who at his
best has also become a mature person, continue to impress
ushis patience, honesty; industry; his sense of 'standard,'
his humility, his vision of something better beyond the taw-
dry and the broken."2 There is a fundamental moral differ-
ence between the legitimate expression of the ambition to
succeed in scholarly research, _abOut which we have been
speaking positively, and the exploitation, without due credit,
of an assistant's research; or the appropriation of a conclusion
originally articulated; bur not yet published, by a colleague
or a student. The ideal of the pursuit of truth; already cited
several times in this chapter; has been the traditional code of
the scholar That code is based, paradoxicoily, on both trust
and distrust simultaneously: on ;he distrust of all prior as-
sumptions, howsotves cherished they may bc, that do not
stand up iin the iiv;ht of further research; on Ow :rust that
moral and intel1een;a1 integrity will mark the resca:c;,. of col-
leagu and coliaboratcrs, Es well as one's own. SITC,1 trust
and cl,strust are, of cour;4'.., !wt contradict-my but complemen-
tary. The history of every diti:ip;;r:c. rv±s docurm- :ation
for the medieval axiom that dwarves standing on tne shoul-
ders of giants can see farther than the giants do,'3 and each
such history is also replete with the discarded hypotheses that
have ,d to yield to the radical distrust generated by new
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truth. The history of cases in every discipline when the_ col:
legial trust in the integrity of scholarly research has been
betrayed somehow receives less attention.

Yet such cases there have been, in the past and in the
present, in science and in other disciplines, in this country
and in others. Highly publicized instances of flagrant dishon=
eSty in collaborative scientific research, particularly in th- H-
ological and medical sciences, may create the impressioi, that
fraud is a growing problem especially among natural scien-
tiStS. But humanists had their "Ossian," which deceived even
Goethe (but not Doctor johnson);'4 anthropologists had their
"Piltdown man," which besmirched the name even of Teil=
hard de Chardin;" and no scholarly discipline has the right
to cast the first stone. (Nor, for the matter, has business, or
government; or organized religion, or _the press.) There do
not, moreover, seem to be any reliable data to support, or on
the other hand to refute, the impression that the past few
decades have seen a significant increase in the percentage of
such cases.

Yet surely even a few cases would be far too many, and
there have been enough to compel those who are not only the
scholars of the present generation, but the teachers of the
next; to pay more _explicit attention to the imperatives of
Scholarly integrity, by precept and not only by example. For
the tissues of confidence are more fragile than is often sup-
posedof the confidence that scholars must have in one an-
other, and of the confidenr: that others (students; institutions
of education and research, patrons whether public or priVate,
readers and interpreters) are entitled to be able to repose in
ScholirS and in the integrity t their results Therefore it is
almost impossible to exaggerate the damage that can result
from a breach of trust. Not only can it shatter an individual
Scholarly Or Scientific career; it can tarnish the entire cause of
objective investigation and undermine the credibility of re-
search, and, 1,), violating the code so piously professed by
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scholars, can breed cynicism in those who have just decided
to malce scholarship their life's calling.

At the same rime, the process of probing and testing, of
inquiring and guessing; by which investigation moves for-
ward, carries with it the obligation both of the "refutation"
of the erroneous views in the work of others and of the "re-
pair" of the erroneous views in one's own past_work.16 It
indeed, nor only (though principally) to share the outcome of
research, but also to make possible such identification of mis-
6kes; that the results of investigotion; together with the data;
are published. For the scholarly record is ultimately a written
one: this is the foundation for the principle, often maligned
and sometimes abused, of "pub!h or perish." Through their
written work scholars frame their hypotheses and report the
findings that advance their fields of study; through their orig-
inal publications they claim priorities, ambiguous though such
claims may sometimes be;" and through their books and ar-
ticles they invite comparison_and replication, undergo critical
scrutiny, and achieve recognition. Collegial mist carries with
it the initial presumption that errors occurring in such pub-
lkations are nothing more than honest human mistakes.

It is when this presumption no longer seems warranted and
when this trust begins to seem misplaced that the issue of
integrity in research arises.18 Although fraud and plagiarism;
which almost everyone would identify as the cardinal viola-
tions of scholarly integrity, affect a large number of organi-
zationsgovernment agencies; journals; learned societies
each of which beaE3 some measure of responsibility, it is with
the impact of these violations on the community of research
in the university; and above all on its recniits and novices,
that we must be concerned here.

For within the university, where the emphasis is on collab-
oration and collegiality, there must arise a special set of re-
sponsibilities. The "apprenticeship" of graduate students to
principal investigators, of which we spoke in Chapter 1,
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and the team efforts required for effective collaboration in
research must not be allowed to become a damper on integrity
or an impediment to candor. The technical knowledge and
skills involved in the contribution of a collaborator (occasion-
ally; though not usually; a graduate student with some spe-
cial background) may sometimes preclude an expert assess-
ment of that collaborator's research by any other member of
the group. The very polity of the universityincluding the
power relationships that inhere in the structures it creates for
teaching and research, and above all the unilateral power re-
lationship between a student and a senior investigatorcan
make it nothing less than fatal to a career for a graduate
student; or even a junior faculty member, to report fraud or
misrepresentation. Sometimes; it seems; the connection be-
tween an actual individual investigation and the "principal
investigator," as an entrepreneur with many pmjects and many
grants going on simultaneously, may become so attenuated
in the process of apprenticeship and collaboration that there
appears to be no locus of responsibility left.

The university, the principal investigators, and the grad-
uate students are all working in the framework of a system
that has been _developed--especially, as we have noted; since
World War Hfor conducting, supporting, and evaluating
scholarly research. Throughout the faculty of arts and sci-
ences, as well it5 in those professional schools that have chosen
to define their standards on the basis of the standards of the
arts and sciences, initial appointment is based on scholarly
promise, to which graduate students are urged to aspire; pro-
motion, above all promotion to tenure, puts emphasis on
scholarly accomplishment; grant applications (and applicants)
must pass a review process that requires comparison and in-
vites competition. The fundamental intellectual criterion of
competence and excellence underlying this system is sound.
But it is a system designed to keep all scholars, be they young
investigators or established figures in the field, under consid-
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erable pressure: Because the quality and impact of published
wcrk are more difficult to assess than is its total mass, this
system all too easily lends its,,lf to a simplistically quantita-
tive method of evaluating scholarship; so that the volume of
published output, which is so conveniently measurable, seems
sometimes to determine the ouLome of the competition.

The pmfessors and other officers of the university have the
obligation to make it clear, over and over, that they deplore
and reject this method of distinguishing among scholars by
counting pages;_ For even when this perception is inaccurate;
it can distort the way apprentice scholars learn to read the
rules of the game of scholarship; and, in scholars regardless
of age, it has sometimes become a rationalization for breaches
of integrity in research. It can create the assumption, in jun-
ior and senior scholars alike, that there is some sort of direct
correlation between the amount of genuine knowledge gained
and the numb-er of papers published, an assumption that can
encourage a rush to print. Particularly in the young and
impressionable, for whom the desire to succeed may be irre-
sistible and the competitive pressure overwhelming, this can
set a pattern of the intellectual life in which intellectual rash-
ness; scholarly slovenliness, and even fraud and plagiarism
prevail over the moral and intellectual virtues of honesty and
integrity in research.

Alien t!:.:mgh it may be to_ the sensibilities of an entire
generation cf. scholars, the conclusion appears inescapable that
the intellectual virtue of integrity in scholarly researchwhich,
like other articles of moral belief; may_ seem to be_ self-evi-
dentis a principle that must be raised to the level of con-
scious attention and articulate formulation. One of the most
effective pedagogical tools for inculcating this virtue is the
study of the history of one's own discipline, which, for a
variety of reasons; ought to be a required component in the
process of coming of age for every scholar or scientist. Not
only can such study open up p hs of inquiry that previous
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generations considered but did not explore: it can also, by
reviewing concrete instances of those who have plard thc,
scholarly game with marked cards, provide t:ie oppoi:tu_
to examine the moral complexity of "integrity" and tc fct
the problem into some philosophical perspectivc. This pLil
osophical perspective was, at least in part, what Robert is, a..
nard Hutchins seems to have had in mind when, with char-
acteristic intellectual bravado, he put forward what he called
a "mild suggestion," that "metaphysics might unify the mod-
ern university.'99 In his concentration on the -eaching of
"metaphysics," Hutchins may perhaps have underestimated
how here; even more:than in the case of other moral and
intellectual virtues, what is caught is more important than
what is taught. Any senior stheir, has, over an academic
generation or more; been watching taduate students go on
to become senior scholars in their own right will attest to the
eerie sense of seeing scholarly idiosyncracies, some positive
and some negative; some trivial and some important, recur
in their research and publications; and at the same time of
wondering from time to time whether some simple lessons
such as "AlWays verify your own footnotes!"should not have
been voiced more explicitly.

Curiously, any such consideration brings the entire discus-
sion back to an intellectual principle and an academic home
truth we have been rehearsing throughout this essay: research
and teaching (if possible, undergraduate teaching) do belong
togethernot always for anyone, not at all for everyone, not
in the same proportion for every university. To quote from
Whitehead's essay yet again, "Do you want your teachers to
be ima,-1native? Then encourage them to research. Do you
want y r researchers to be irmIginative? Then bring them
into intellectual sympathy with the young at the most eager,
imaginative period of life:"20 Of course there will be times in
the trajectory of any scholarly career when an intensive con-



centration on primary research, on the sheer mass Jf data
(whether in the laboratory or hi the library) must demand
priority. Those are the times when 14raduate students; as jun-
ior colleagues engaged in relate °. form., research, may well
be the only students one wants or needs, and even the only
students to whom one can be of much use. But there are oth,1
times when a scholar _is prepared ta try out, on what is for
some reason usually called a "live audience" (as distinguished;
it would seem, from some other kind of audience), the con-
clusions of an es.-..ablished research pattern. It is for such times
that undergraduates seem to have been designed, both be-
cause they need to participate in the "minting" rather than
only in the "mining" and because they would be cheated if
they had to accept the minted coinage from anyone who had
not meanwhile been engaged in some part of the mining process
is well:

This does not necessarily mean that the only acceptable
undergraduate community is one in which professors are at
the same time teaching graduate studentsthough it does
mean, contrary to folk wisdom; that undergraduates in such
a university community are not being deprived simply be-
cause the faculty must give priority to their researd and to
their research students. More important for our present pur-
pose; which is the consideration of the aims of graduate ed-
ucation, is the realization that for its very survival scholarship
does depend on the existence of such a community. It is a
truism that tht university is a "community of scholars," but
we are usually far more explicit_ about what "scholars" means
in that definition than about what "community" means. Yet
attacks mounted by the enemies of scholarship, together with
scandals perpetrated by the Falsifiers of scholarthip, &I remind
us that, in the life of the university and in the training of
future_ scholars; communitycommunity of labor, commu-
nity of trust, but also community of integrity--is indispen-
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sable to scholarship as we know it. If indeed research and
teaching arc inseparable, then no less inseparable are academic
freedom and academic responsibility in protecting the integ-
rity of scholarly research, not only by vigilance for the present
generation but by moral commitment for the generations still
to
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V I

ELITISM VERSUS EGALITARIANISM:'

ERMEATING THE DISCUSSION of the idea of graduate
education, as well as every other public issue in Amer-
ican life; are the competing claims of two principles,

identified philosophically, but also sometimes polemically, as
"egalitarian" and "elitist." Despite the rhetorical use of these
terms; it is important to recall that both principlesand the
profound tension between themcome from Thomas Jeffer-
son: the axiomatic doctrine of the Declaration of Independ-
ence that all have been "created equal"; and the no less "self7
evident" truth "that there is a natural arisLocracy," not based
on birth or wealth as earlier aristocracies were; but on "virtue
and talents:" From the first of these principles comes the
"egalitarian" drive toward equal opportunity for all, and
therefore toward the elimination of any artificial barriers to
the full development of the natural talents of each. From the
second comes th(- "elitist" recognition that these natural tal-
ents are not even:, distributed among the populace and that
there!bre equal opportunity for all implies as wellparadox-
ical )ugh this may appearspecial opportunity for the tal-
ente:, icw._ Not everyone can,run a four-minute rrile or mas-
ter the oboe; or understand the intricacies of high energy
physics. "Equal rights" cannot be taken to mean that every-
one should be able to do these things; nor that if not everyone
can do them no one should be allowed to do them, but that
those who can do them should not be denied the opportunity
to develop their talents: The polarity between egalitarianism
and elitism is, therefore, a spurious distinction.'
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It may_ well seem from our consideration of Newman's con-
cept of the "gentleman" in Chapter III that elitism can be-
come a goal in itself, to the exclusion of the doctrine of "fair-
ness" that is implied by the egalitarian ideal. If pressed to
some kind of Ultimate point, that understanding of elitism
can become a der rministic theory of "social Darwinism," for
which a prédestin ity decides the outcome of the intel-
lectual and academic competition. On the contrary, the phil-
osophical perspective being argued in this essay would look
upon "elitisrr."be it in the Olympics or in an academic
competitionas the natural consequence of a process in which
everyone is equal at the starting line. If, because of historic
injustice or social prejudice; not everyone is equal at the start-
ing line, we must do what we can to insure such equality.
But having done so., we must also be prepared to accepr the

rcome of the race. Otherwise_ the polarity of elitism and
alitarianisrn becomes a part of the "natural order of crea-

ti.)n" or of the social structure.
Perhaps nowhere is the need for transcending the polarity

by coming to terms simultaneously with both Jeffersonian
principles more "self-evident," and yet more complicated, than
in higher education. As on so many_ other challenges to the
democratic society, so on this one Alexis de Tocqueville saw
clearly what was at stake.' "The more closely I consider the
effects of equality upon the mind," he wrote, "the more I am
convinced that the intellectual anarchy which we see around
us is not; as some suppose; the natural state for democracies.
Nevertheless, he also had to acknowledge; as he had said
earlier; that

in America the purely practical side of science is culti-
vated admirably, and trouble is takcn about the theoret-
ical side immediately necessally to application. On this
side the Americans always display a clear, free, original,
and creative turn of mind. But hardly anyone in the
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United States devotes himself to the essentially tneoret-
ical and abstract side of human knowledge. In this the
Aincricans carry to excess a trend which can; I think, bt,
noticed, though in a less degree, among all democratic
nations.

Tocqueville recognized in "the provisions for public edu-
cation" the forces "which, from the very first, throw into
clearest relief the originality of American civilization DLit

he went on to explain that was refuring only to primary
education, since "liigher education is hardly available to Priy-
body." When applied to education; the democratic doctrine
of the equality of all implied that "thou,gli mental endow-
ments remain unequal as the Creator intended, the means of
exercising them are equal;"4 But in the closing decades of the
twentieth century; when it isi quite obviously, no longer true
in the United States that "higher education is hardly available
to anybody," it follows necessarily that the colleges and uni-
versities of the nation ivJ xercise a major share of leader-
ship in redeeming the a of equ..lity by insisting tirc
"the,means of exercising ,iiental endowments" truly become
equally available. In doing sc, ..hey must go on striving to
eliminate from their own programs of student admissions and
faculty appointments the vestiges of discrimir and prej-
udke that still remain,' But at the same tirm ,y MuSt be
able to attract and hold those whose "virtue and talents"' give
promise of advancing the boundaries of knowledge throun
scholarship and research. The duty to identFy -Rd to
potential scholars and scientists must likewise be an indispen-
sable part of the strategy and the commitment of a society
that owes its intellectual and technological wealth to tL re-
search of previous generations, but that can repay this_debt
only iby making similar deposits for the future through re-
search development. If graduate education, in the name
of universal opportunity for all, were tc renege on this duty
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for fear of appearing "elitist," that would be a caricature of
authentic "egalitarianism"; f it would deprive the "all" of
the intellectual and moral capital in which, finally; they have
gained the chance to have their just share.

At this very time; however, both quality and equanty in
gtaduate education appear to 5e in jeopardy: Thr,ugh its ev-
olution over the past cvntury or so, 0,-- 'irierican Ph.D. has
developed its own distinctive ratiJnale. By requiring te2,.:hers
as well as scholars to undergo the regimen of a resew-
gree; it would gi potential college teachers as approc
preparation for their calling as any, if the alternative deg:ces
could provide, but in the process it would also discover the
critical mass of those who should go on to careers in schol-
arship aud research: Because it is often impossible at T.he be-
ginning of the graduate prcess to identify this critical mass;
their emergenLe depends on Cle assumption that everyone re-
ceiving the Ph.D. shouldin laboratoryiand seminar, in- ex-
aminations and ..ssertation acquire and demonstrate the skills
of an independent investigfitor. Some critics of the system
have urged that "a formal higher doctorate" such as the de-
gree of Doctor of Arts fOr college teachers might have the
effect of "streamlining the Ph.D.," and they have argued that
it would succeed only if it did so.6 As our earlier discussion
proposes, however, the rationale coming out of the evolution
of the PILD: does seem to make sensebut only as long as
there are attractive opportunities open in the colleges_for, that
majority who elect to go into undergraduate teaching. In short,
the way to find real scholars is to require that all teachers be
scholars in graduate schoo' ',ut the only way to enforce that
requirement is to have post ; awilable for the real teachers.

Now that such posit: am in short supplyand, de-
pending on how one re;ad, ..e s. sties, may be in even shorter
supply, as we have suggested in Chapte: ' the obvious &n-

or is that, first of all; the absolute nun:_r of those applyirn:
graduate school after college will decline; and drastically.
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And that; apparently; is what has happened, "Until 1971,"
according to the projections of a leading econometric analysis
of graduate eucathin, "more than half of all Ph.D.'s awarded
were degree the . . arts; letters, and soda! sciences."
But the analysis continues in its next sentence with the ob-
servation: Steadily declining graduate enrollment as well as
de ing Ph.D. completion coefficients; however; prciduce a
change to the extent that after 1983 less than one-third of all
Ph.D.'s are awarded in these fieds. "7 Theilore the total pool
of the Ph.O.'s in these fields must also pltfer :.harp decline.

The decline, moreover, may be qualitative as well as quan-
titative. If, as we have suggested and as informed impressions
if not hard statistics indicate; some cf the most promising
potential scholars are the very ones who are finding alternative
vocations in _one or another professional schoolengineering
for the physical scientists; medicine for the biJlogica! scien-
tists. law and business for the social scientists and human-
istsgraduate education could; by what is currently caed a
worst case scenario," be faced with having to accept princi-

pally those who have been unable to gain admission to a
prniazssional school. It is depressing enough to think about
how this would affect the intellectual quality, not to mention
the morale, of the next_generation of college teachers, a those
who did not (or perhaps could not) mAe it into law; medi-
cine, ,r,r business. It is at feast as depressing to consider what
will happen to scholarly research. To put the question some-
what overdramatically, will the laboratory reports and the
Sehola-ly rr..mographs of the year 2000 ..ave to come from
"pr-iezs'nn: school dropouts"? There may be alternativf: (or----
Wjr ways of training college teachers besides
the traditional Ph.D. But even most of its severest critics
wcilld agree that the Ph.D. does remain the best way to
begin the ;.raining of scientists and research scholars in all the
fields of e arts and sciences.

So grim a prospect becomes more disturbing still as one
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tUrns from issues of "quality" to those of "equa1ity."8 No
responsible interpreter of the needs and demands of thoSe Who
have been excluded from full participation in graduate edu-
-catkin Oh the groui..-1.; of race or gt../der wouk suggest that
the acceptance of such demands by the univers,y shoUld in
any *ay imply a diminution of quality for the sake of equal-
ity. To use the currently topical epithets; any Stich Suggestion
would be racism and sexism no less reppgnant than its polit=
ital tippiiites are. It must be acknowl_edged (as we l:ave ob-
served in Chapter V with regard to experimentation involving
human subjects) that .;n the areas cf admissions and appoint=

a:s well as in certain ether ethical questions, the uni-
versities, for all their noble affirma.:ions, have sometimes taFti
the actions they have largely resp-mse to the pressure .)1

the federal government. The most higi y1 publidicd legal cases
irpalving the admission of members of racial minorities to
Pdstbaccalaureate study"Derunis" and "Bakke"dealt, re-
spe. ely, with admission to law school and to medical schoo1.9
There has not been a case of equal celebrity involving the
application of a black or Hispanic student to graduate school.
The outcome of the process, however, has surely been a com-
mitment by the American academic community to the piih=
-ciplë that, in graduate education no less than in professional
education, it is high time to set the record Straight Ind to
appoint_ to faculty positions a larger number of those whom
history has excluded, namely, the members of racial minori-
ties and women.

N'et, becaus.. the, social and academic conventions of pie=
ViiAis decades had identified the humanities and certain of the
le-s quantitative sor'll sciences of proper fieldS for Wóri:éri
bent on graduate study (on the basis of the now notoridus

aniiety"))0 the drying up :if opportunities :r , aca-
demic appoirtment above all in these very fields just 1. the
time when there is an all but universal effort to incre, the
numEer of women on college anti university faculties adds vet
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another bitter irony to the present situation. Similarly, al-
though the sociological factors are quite different; black and
Hispanic scholars find themselves excludedyet againnot
(or; in any 7ent, not so overtly) for reasons of their race, but
because; so they are told, all the tenured positions are filled
(most of them with white male scholars) and there is no pros-
pect_ for further "slots," because of declining undergraduate
enrollments. If, on the other hand, the university is to face
litigation every me it deles, on academically valid grounds,
not to prornoie a woman or a member of a racial minority,
this poses :ts own kind of threat both to quaiity and, more
insidiously, also to equality.

What is at risk in this critical situation for both quality
and equality is, ultimately, the centrality of the power of the
trained mind as an intellectual and social force. "Such a power,"
according to :,ssrma :, "is _the result of a scientific formation
of mind; it is an acquired faculty of judgment, ot clearsight-
edness, of sagacity, of wisdom, of philosophical reach of mind,
and of intellectual self-possession and repose," acquired by
"discipline and habit." For the most valuable of all natural
resources is critical intelligence, and the most important of
all national products is trained intelligence. This is also, ul-
timately, the resource on whose presence the development of
all other resources depends. !I would, of course, be fallacious
to claim, in a nation that has produced _Thomas Alva Edison
and Henry Ford, that the ingenuity and the intelligence needed
for the application of critical intelligence are unattainable apart
from the Ph.D. But to deal with the ,_,,acerns of a society
and the neecis of an environment olat have been as funda-
mentally transformed 7., they have by Edison's use of electric-
ity and Ford's use of the internal combustion engine does
require the insights and the discipline of the natural sciences,
the social sciences, and the humanities Considerations of
technological efficiency, of social utility, and of human value
all bear upon these questions. Any proposed sohiricns which,
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like many of those being most strongly advocated; ignore any
of these considerations, or which treat them superficially, are
bound to fail. To find solutions for the issues of the day, any
society, including American society, must draw upon the
knowledge and basic research received from the past. If itS
successors, confronting similar issues whose precise contours
are not yet discernible; are to be able to have at their disposal
some similar drawing accounts, those will have to be depos-
ited now.

It has long been recognized that only graduate cducation
can be relied upon to develop a pool f investigators and
thinkers who will contribute to basic knowledge. Unless
someone is prepared to assert that all the important basic
research in all the arts and sciences has been completed and
that in this generation _and in the several to follow we need
only apply these assured results to a series of practical consid-
erations, it is impossible to justify an abandonment of basic
study; Without a continuation of such study, practical appli-_
cation faces the constant threat of being premature and
thoughtless, and eventually of becoming intellectually bank-
rupt Yet the United States Las; in recent years; declined
steadily in the percencage of its gross national product de-
voted to basic research and development, even as its principal
Western competitors have increased theirs," Because industry
has sometimes been more sensitive to this need than the acad-
erny and the government, scholarship and science could face
the prospect (already a _reality for some fields in some coun-
tries) that basic research would move out of the universities
into such research centefs as Bell Laboratories, Lipported by
industry; where there is a clear recognitionand unNuivocal
supportof a research that has no immediate "payoff." And
in response to the in- .-ztrt iestion of where the next gen-
eration of scit bv6u1d be trained comes the
no less inevir wer of the need for an arrangement that
bears a strong L'amily resemblance to graduate education as
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we know it. Those who carry out the industrial application
of the basic science, moreover; will themselves be the prod-
ucts of a graduate education in which basic science continues
to play a strong and independent role.

In the humanities and in iome of the social sciences, as iwe
have seen; the method for producing critical scholarship has
been rather different. But, for the reasons already indicated;
we face in these fields the twin danger of an oveisupply of
teachers and an undersupply of scholars. In fields where al-
most everyone used the Ph.D. to obtain a teaching position;
it is difficult to imagine _the long-_term_ effects upon basic

scholarly research if there iS A radical decline in the number,
not even to mention the intellectual quality; of those deciding
upon Ph.D. _study: The only prospect_ more frightening to
contemplate is the situation of a technological society iliac is;
by its own folly and shortsightedness; _bt cft of critical intel-
ligence in history, lil-f?.cature; and philosophy just when it.
own scientific progre., has made this a pr:inary need.

One part of any answer to this congeries of questions is the
realization that what- one study has c:2.11..1 "The Future Market
:Jr Ph.1) ,dust include other ways of employing the skills

of those who are the products of graduate education. News-
paper and television coverage of science, economics, and the
humanities is almost antomatically as5ign,d o men and women
who have been trained in jou-nalism; rather than to those
who have acquired critici,: scholarly skills in these fields; and
the result is sometimes All too visibL. The staffs of -he Con-
gress and of federal bureaus often delegate to lawyers the anal-
ysis of complex issues involving the natural or social sciencet,
such as energy, without the benefit of the methods of research
aod the tools of analysis that have been painstakingly devel-
oped by generations of scholars it he arts and sciences. Even
here, however, as in the media and in government; the con-
tributions of humanistic scholarship [iced to be exploited more
imaginatively. Although no one would advocate an adoption
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of the Central European sistem, in which it sometin-ies seems
that every chief of detectives demands to be addressed as
"Doctor-," a consideratton nf the total context of graduate
education must include; a i is : i.J.,,rnatives to
the traditional academic cal-- !or tt, Pi.). :,nd the faculty
of the graduate school n- for
their students less grudging:. '

Nevertheless, an essay bearing .1 ;it. r n

Summed is obliged to concern itseli- those sekct
and talented few upon whom the futi ht.:lady reset.tch
will depend, and in this sense at least it int; t be unabashedly
"elitist." They will not be employed i ision or on the
staffs of Congressional committees, Nor, fig that_ matter, must
they automatically be engaged in teaching (although_ it wiV
be a grievous_ loss to the future if they art. not). The Very
future of the intellectual, scholarly, and scientific lifeof this
republic hinges on the identification, recruitment, and train-
ing of such an "elite," Both private and public agencies must
find -note ithaginative ways to continue to provide these young
men and womenas the formula goes, "regardless of race,
creed, or color"with their only natural habitat during their
years of apprenticeship.

It _was, therefore, an act of academic statesmanship when
the _Andrew W. Mellon Foundation this year created a new
program of graduate fellowships; with the dual purpose (as
described by its pret-- 1.ent):15

to attract annually into fields of the humanities, 100 to
125 of the most promising potential teacher-scholars (in-
cluding a number whom discouraging conditions might
otherwise deflect tn law; business, or other callings) by
providing three-year, competitive, portable fellowships;
and to contribute thereby to the minimum flow of talent
and funding needed to sustain gradv_ate prngrarns on which
future advanced scholarly research so heavily depends.



In announcing the fellowships, the foundation candidly de-
clared its interest in recruiting "youns women and men who
have a larger vision ot both teaching and learning than has
characterized many c;',- the products of recent graduate educa-
tion." By making its fellowships portable instead of depoit-
ing them at particular ,.,nivcrsities; it seeks to break out of
the present situation, which students will sometiLies select
a nartic-lar graduate prdm on the basis not of its quality,
but of its stipend; Mellon Fellows will be able_ to "vote with
their feet," while the Iversities, instead of bidding for them
with stiperms and teaching assistantships, will be encouraged
to maintain and improve the quality of their faculties; labo-
ratories, and libraries, so as to attract them.

The educational philosophy underlying this creative pro-
posal is; obvious'y, one that is very close to the "idea of
graduate educacon" being propounded in this essay. As we
have been arguing, the profound crisis in which the _univer-
sities and graduate schools are caught demonstrates the need
to overhaul graduate education before i is too late. For mind-
less retrenchment is even more dangerous than mindless growth.
We have considered a great variety of questions hereques-
tions of principle, of policy, and of program. But beneath
and beyond all those questions, the crucial questions are these:
Can we simultaneously preserve quality and enhance equality,
thus discrediting the antithesis between elitism and egalitar-
ianism? Can less be more?
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APPENDIX

A STATISTICAL OVERVIEW

ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES, some of the basic statistical trendS
in graduate education are presented in tabular form. Here are
a few highlights:

Enroilment: Between 1970 and 1981 graduate eniollrnPrt.- in-
creased from 900;032 to 1;101;722 (22.4 percent) on-
wide. Slightly more than half of the graduate sf--Idents were
men. The increase of male enrolhnent betweL, Ind 1981
is modest (A percent), however; while the i ,c a female
enrollment (60 percent) has been substanti2_ graduate
students are more likely to be enrolled fui, than are
women (Table 1).

Although total graduate enrollmen: increased by less than
1 percent each year between --'77 and 1981, a few disciplines
enjoyed rapid growth, Graduate enrollment in engineering
had an annual growth rate of 5.1 percent, and the physical
sciences had ^ growth rate of 4 percent. Education and _he
humanities lost graduate enrollments (Table 2). Enrollment
in programs leading to masters degrees declined by more than
10 percent in education and-the humanities, and by 7.2 per-
cent in the social sciences. Enrollment in doctoral programs
declined more modestly 1 education and the humanities and
incressed in the social sciences; physical sciences, engineering,
and the biological sciences. This trend may reflect, among
other hings, the increased expectation that professors in col-
leges and universities must have doctorates if they are to be
members of the academic profession.
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TABLF 1. Graduate enrollment by attendance status and sex: 1970, 197-/ ,

and 1981.

1970 1977

Percer.r
of c

t581

Numl5er
Percent
of total N1ml5er Number

1..,rcent
of total

Total 900;032 100:0 1;084,970 10t: .0 1,101,712 100.0
Male 569,042 63.2 596,215 55.0 571,363 51.9
Fettiale 330,990 36.8 483,755 45 0 529,909 48.1

Total Full-time NA 435,644 100 .1 446,061 100.0
Male NA 267,592 61 4 :'56,575 57.5
Female NA 168,052 38.6 :89,486 42.5

Total Part-time NA 649,326 100.0 (- t1 100.0
Male NA 328,623 50.6 I-7 ,7<8 48.0
Female NA 320,703 49.4 40,423 52.0

_Source: Selected data; 1970: The National Center for Education StallStICS, Digest of
Education Statistics (Washington: Government Printihg Offite, 19-2 . j:). 76; 1977:
Digest of Education Statistics, 1979, p. 88; 1981: UnpubliShed data The National
Center for Education Statistics, July, 1983.

Instiuitioni: The number of institutions offering graduate de-
grees continues to inctease (Table 3). Those offering _a, ter-
mmal masters degree increased trom 543 in 1973 L.c.. 662 ih
1981 That growth includes institutions that off:I course work
beyond the masters level but not for a doctorate. The number
of institutions offering the doctorate increased by 3.9 percent
annually, from 333 in 1973 to 452 in 1981. During the same
period, the number of rablic institutions offering the docto-
rate increased from 15; to 210 (up 39 percent), and the num-
ber of private institwions offering the doctorate increased from
182 to 242 (33 percent).

Graduate schools offering professional degrees increased from
78 in 19,'3 to 93 by 1981. A substantial majority (87.1
percent) of these institutions are private (Table 3).
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MIME 2. Graduate enrollment in selected subject fields in 1981 with annthil
percentage change since 1977, by institution control and degree level.

Educa-
tion

Human,-
ties

_Skial
Sciences

Physical
Sciences

Engineer-
in&

Biological
Sciences

Total 169,910 76,288 175,713 60,406 61,271 97.911
( 3.5) (2.0) (4.0) (5.1)

Public 145,974 59,501 122,625 44,447 4 1,018 81,496
(3.3) (- .4) (2.5) (3.0) (4 , (.9)

Private 23,936 16,787 52,088 15,959 20,25 16,415
( -4.9) ( 4.6) (.8) (7.0) (6.5) ( 1:9)

Ph.D. 130,366 68,592 149.440 56;762 58;326 87;528
( .9) ( .01) (3:8) (4.6) (5.4) (.9)

Masters 39,544 7,696 25,273 3,764 2,94 1 10,383
( 10.1) (- 10.8) ( 7.2) ( 4.0) ( - .2) ( 3.6)

Public 145,974 59;501 122.625 44,447 4 1,018 81,496
( -3:3) ( .4) (2.5) (3.0) (4.4) (.9)

Ph:D. 109,455 52,352 101,345 41,082 38,316 72,095
( 1.2) (1.2) (3.8) (3.5) (4.8) (1.3)

MaSters 36,519 7,149 21,280 3,365 2,702 9,4P!
( 8.2) ( 9.5) ( 2.9) ( 2.9) ( .7) ( 1

P,::vate 23,936 16,787 52,088 15,959 20,253 16,4 H
( -4.9) ( 4.6) (.8) (7.0) (6.5) ( 1

Ph.D. 20,911 16,240 48,095 15,620 20,010 1';

(1.0) ( 5.6) (3.8) (7.7)
M.isiers 3,025 547 3,993 339 243 2

( 24.2) (-22.0) ( 20.7) (5.1) (- 0)

Sokne: Computed from selected data in "Graduate Enrollment Up In Most - 2nces,
7 ;.!cation," Higher Education Daily, August 31, 1982; p. 2; and (,raduate

,.....laination Board, Report on the Council of Graduate Schoolt-Gra ! 4:e Record
Board 1977-78 Survey of Graduate Enrollment: Part 2 (Prini eton, New

Jersev Ciaduate Record Examination Bond, January 1978), Table 1.

(-:!emt in Table 4 are presented data on the
Sou.: :iudent support_ in selected disciplines.
They inc-ae that in all fields but edLation, a very substan-
tial proportion of student support is tovided by universities
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TABLE 3. Number of institutions of higher education by institution control
highest level of offtring: 197 5, 197-7, 'arc' ; 981

Tom)
2-3

Years
BA/
BS

MA

MS

_MA/

4" Ph.D. Prof.
Non-

Degree

1973

TotaL 2,720 1.003 763 434 109 332' NA
Public 1,200 760 73 138 73 151 NA
Private 1,520 243 690 296 36 182 NA

1977

Total 3,040* 1; 155 758 478 139 419 91 55
Public 1;473 921 94 158 92 196 12 :0
Private 1;567 234 664 320 47 223 79 55

1981_

Total 3,203* 1;275 721 523 139 452 93 50
Public 1;498 940 86 157 93 21G 12 0
Private 1;705 335 635 366 46 242 81 50

* Excludes non-degree-granting institlirions:
Source: :,elected data; 1973: Digest rt 1975 (Washington: U.S.

Government Printing Office), p. 10: age); of ducaf'on Statistics: 1979, p.
108; 1981: The National Certer fOr ,:n Statistics, Digest Of Education J,atistics:
1982, b. 111.

in the form of fellowships and teaching and reseal ch assist-
anceships. Thefederal gove-nment aLo is a significant source
of support for doctoral graduate studencs, but its contribution
exceeds the support provided by students themselves in only
biology and chemistry among the subjects selected for com-
parison (Table 4).
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TABLE 4. Primary scurce of support for doctoral graduate students by selected
disciplines: 1978=1981.

Federal
National

Fellowship
L'n iver-

say
Busi-
ness

Self-

Support Loans Other

Agriculture
1978 8.9 1:5 58:1 .5 15:0 .8 15.2

1979 7.3 1.3 56. 1 .4 15.7 :1 19.1

1980 6.9 1.2 55.9 ,8 15.4 .3 19.5

1981 5.7 1.6 59.0 1.4 12.8 .6 18.9

Biology
1978 32.1 .6 49.8 .5 12.9 .1 4.0
197; 30.6 .9 48.2 .4 14.5 5.0

1980 29:4 ., 51.6 .9 12.8 4.3

1981 29.7 49:7 :9 13:5 3 5 J:

Chemistry
1978 9.9 79.2 6.3 .7

1979 9.5 .5 79.0 1.6 7.2 .1 2.1

1980 11.7 .6 78.1 1.2 6.2 NA 2.2

1981_ 11.2 1.0 76.9 1.5 6.9 .1 2.4

Computer
science

1978 9:1 :9 63:6 1:8 20:0 NA 4.6
1979 6.2 NA 59.8 2.6 22.7 NA 8:7

1980 7.9 1.5 64.9 4.5 16.8 .5 3.9
1981 8.7 2.3 61.;' 4.1 15.1 NA 7.9

Education
1978 8.4 .7 18.7 .5 64 2 1.7 5.8

1979 7.8 .6 19.0 .4 63 8 2.1 6.3
1980 7:4 :7 18:4 .5 64.2 2 'I 6.1

1981 6.5 .7 17:8 :6 65:6 3:1 5:7

Engineering
1978 L.2 .9 60.0 3.3 15.9 7.4
1979 10.0 .6 61.8 4.8 13.9 8.8

1980 12.0 ., 61 3 3.7 14.1 8.1

1981 11.1 .5 63.7 3.4 12.4 4 8.5
English

1978 4:8 1:3 53:8 36.2 .6 3.2
1979 1.6 54.9 .2 34:0 1:0 2:6

1980 3. i 2.0 55.0 NA 35.1 1.9 2:9

1981 1.9 .8 57.2 .1 35.8 1.4 2.8
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TABLE 4 (cont.). Primary source of support for doctoral graduate students by
selected disciplines: 1978-1981.

Federal
National

Fellowship
Univer-

sity
Busi-
ness

Self-

Support LoanS Other
Foreign
language

1978 1.2 1.5 49.7 .2 28.6 1.8 4.0
1979 9.2 1.0 55.8 .2 31.5 .3 2.0
1980 7.9 L4 61.7 .? 26.6 .8 1.4
1991 5.5 2.0 62.8 NA 26.6 .4 2.7

History
1978 13.9 4.0 37.8 .1 37.3 1.8 5:1
1979 9.7 5.1 40.1 .4 38.8 1:5 4.4
1980 13.8 3.7 36.3 .3 39.3 1:3 5.3
1981 8 0 3.7 39.9 :2 40.4 1.3 6.5

Mathe:u:. ics
1978 9.2 3 65:0 1.9 16.4 .4 6.8
1979 9:2 :9 70.1 .7 14.7 .1 4.3
1980 7.7 .3 74.2 .6 12.2 .3 4.7
1981 7.8 .3 73.6 .6 11.; .3 6:3

Professional
fields

1978 12.7 .9 29.8 LI 46.2 1.2 8.1
1979 10.7 . 34:1 1.8 42.4 L3 9.1
1980 11.1 :6 33:7 1.2 45.4 .7 7.3
1981 11:4 .4 32.1 1.9 45.-0 .9 8.3

Source: Sekcted data from the National Research Council, Summary Repod 1981,
Doi-ton-fie Recipients From United States Universities (Washington: The National Research
Council, 1982), pp. 13-14.
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Schola-rship and Its Survizal appears when
the people of the United States are awaken-
ing to the centrality of_education to the so-
lution of try of the dilemmas that confront
the nation. Curiously; that concern has not
yet addreSSed education and scholarship at the
postbaccalaureate level. Yet, as the aUthor
poiritS, out, "closer attention and /lore seri-
ous reflecticin Will suggest that, in many WayS,
a majority 4 rhe intellectual problems of rhe
American educational system do ultimately
find their way back to the gradUate School.
It iS, after all, the teacher of teachersor
sometinies, the teacher of the teacherS of the
teachers. Anyone who cares deeply about ed-
Pcition and _Who wants to reform it must
recognize that the best way of being in a
poSitiOn to effect any such reform is still
through the agency that turns Out the cre:
dentials, which is; as American education now
StandS, the graduate school pf arts and sci-
ences: Thus every proposal for the improve-
ment Of education at whatever level seems to
involve tasks and respcnsibilitie§ frit Which
only the graduate school is equipped:" This
eSSdy beginS the kind of review of American
graduate education the author So perSui=
tively advocates.
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